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“I have no special talents. I am only passionately curious.”  
– Albert Einstein 

INTRODUCTION 
 HATE THE way the word awesome is commonly used.  
 
“Where did you go to lunch?” 
“In-N-Out.” 
“Awesome.” 

 
“Mr. Lapp, can I get some water?” 
“Sure.” 
“Awesome.” 
 
“Did you get your letter from USC?” 
“Yeah, I got accepted.” 
“Awesome.” 
 
 The word awesome has been relegated to such a 
pedestrian level that few remember that its purpose is 
to communicate that rare feeling of being captivated, 
stunned, and extremely humbled by a sense of 
wonder and … awe. You will not hear me use this 
word very often. It is a rare day’s activities that evoke 
any feeling of awe in me. Most days and activities 
and interactions are … normal. There are better than 
average days and below 
average days, great days and 
days that suck, but it is an 
extremely rare day that is 
awesome.  
 With that said, now let me 
utter the word, and utter it 
properly. Nature is 
AWESOME! The Hubble 
Telescope took the photograph 
below. This is the Hubble Ultra 
Deep Field (HUDF). The 
HUDF is a picture taken of the 
sky that is only 1 mm square 
(think of the area obscured by a 
small pebble at arm’s length) 
and in an area of the sky that is 
so barren that only the smallest 
number of stars can be seen. In 
that extremely small area of the 
sky (one thirteen-millionth of 
the total area of the sky) there 
are an estimated 10,000 objects. 

Almost all of those objects are galaxies though. Up 
until the early 1920’s (more than a decade after Tam 
became a high school), we thought the Milky Way 
galaxy (home for 100 billion stars) was the entire 
universe. We now know that the universe contains 
about 100 billion galaxies, and the HUDF gives us a 
very narrow perspective of this vastness. The 
vastness of space – that’s awesome. 

I 

The Hubble Ultra Deep Field shows only one thirteen-millionth of the total 
area of the sky. Within that extremely small area are an estimated 10,000 
objects, almost all of which are galaxies  (typically containing 100 billion 
stars). That is … awesome. 
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 People ask me all the time, “What exactly is 
physics?” In one sense, that’s a difficult question to 
answer because the subject spans such a huge body of 
knowledge. However, the longer you study physics, the 
more you begin to see it as a very basic pursuit. It’s a 
quest to know the nature of nature. Physics is the realm 
of the curious. If you’re curious, that’s the first step 
toward being a good physicist. More than three 
centuries ago, Isaac Newton wondered about the nature 
of gravity. He mused (correctly) that the force holding 
the Moon in its orbit was the same as that which caused 
an apple to fall from a tree. His passionate curiosity, 
keen insight, and over-the-top intelligence led to his 
Universal Law of Gravitation. This combined with his 
other insights into motion in general (with a good deal 
of help from Galileo) became the foundation of what is 
now known as mechanics. They thought of the world as 
a giant mechanical machine. Their curiosity led to an 
understanding of how the machine worked. It is so good 
a description of nature that even with primitive 
computers, aerospace engineers were able to use this 
mechanics to land astronauts on the Moon. It all started 
with curiosity! 
 Then there came big breakthroughs in the 18th and 
19th Centuries, which gave us an understanding of 
electricity, magnetism, and light. Maxwell’s Equations 
(named for James Clerk Maxwell) showed the intimate 
connection between these three phenomena (formerly 
thought to be unrelated). So, by the end of the 19th 
Century, it appeared that physics had triumphed. Many 
physicists felt that through curiosity and hard work, we 
had finally figured out how nature works. This all 
changed though near the beginning of the 20th Century.  
 In the early 1900’s, Albert Einstein wondered 
about a certain consequence of Maxwell’s Equations. 
The equations require light to always travel at the same 
speed, 3.0 x 108 m/s – in any frame of reference. This 
meant that if someone shined a flashlight in one 
direction, anyone would measure the beam of light 
moving at the same speed, regardless of how fast he 
were moving. If this doesn’t seem odd, think about it in 
terms of UPS trucks. If a UPS truck is moving at  
60 mph north and you are standing by the side of the 
road, the truck passes you at a speed you measure to be 
60 mph. However, if you are also moving north, but at 
40 mph, the truck still passes you, but now you only 
measure its speed to be 20 mph (relative to you). Now 
imagine there is a rule that all UPS trucks have to move 
at 60 MPH in any reference frame. Then, regardless of 
whether you were stationary or moving, the passing 
truck would always have the same relative speed of  
60 mph. The idea seems crazy, but that is exactly the 
case for the speed of light. Einstein eventually realized 
that the problem was that Newton’s idea of absolute 
time and space was wrong. Einstein’s Theory of Special 
Relativity showed that space and time were in fact, 
relative, depending on how the observer is moving. 

 Another problem occurred as very small structures 
were investigated. Physicists wondered about the 
smallest possible structure. Was there a limit? First, 
there was the theory of the atom as the smallest 
indivisible particle. But then the electron (smaller than 
the atom) was discovered at the end of the 19th Century. 
By the early 20th Century, the smallest known particles 
were the electron, the proton, and the neutron. All 
matter could be constructed from just these three 
particles. (We now know that the proton and neutron 
are actually composite particles made up of even 
smaller particles, known as “quarks.”) But there was a 
problem in using Newton’s mechanics to explain the 
observed behavior of these fundamental particles. 
Newton’s mechanics … didn’t work. For these smallest 
of particles, quantum mechanics had to be used. Over 
the last many decades, quantum mechanics has been 
tested to extraordinarily great precision and accuracy, 
and has been found to agree perfectly with the way 
small particles behave.  
 So now, in the early 21st Century, have we finally 
figured it out, the mechanics of the universe – both 
large and small? Well, let’s just say that we’ve come a 
long way. Curiosity has led to amazing discoveries 
about the nature of nature. It has also opened up doors 
to mysteries that make what lies ahead at least as 
interesting as what physics has helped us to understand 
thus far. For example, nature seems to be so connected 
and simple in the parts that we do understand, so there 
is a hope and belief that there is a connection between 
the realm of the very large (that governed by gravity) 
and that of the very small (governed by quantum 
mechanics). String Theory (or the Theory of 
Everything) hopes to bring these two together. A 
competing theory, attempting to do the same thing, is 
that of Quantum Gravity. 
 Another area of interest is cosmology. How did the 
universe start, how will it all end, and what’s out there? 
When Tamalpais High School opened its doors for the 
first time, the known universe was no larger than the 
Milky Way galaxy. The Milky Way consists of 100 
billion stars, but we now know that ours is only one 
among 100 billion or so other galaxies, and we’ve since 
come to discover that over 90% of all matter in this vast 
universe appears to be some mysterious, unknown dark 
matter.  
 It looks like 21st Century physics will be at least as 
exciting and important as physics has ever been in the 
past. The quest to understand the nature of nature is still 
drawing the curious. Welcome to physics! 
 
“All knowledge begins in 
wonder.”  
– Aristotle 
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“It suddenly struck me that that tiny pea, pretty and blue, was the Earth. 
I put up my thumb and shut one eye, and my thumb blotted out the Earth. 
I didn’t feel like a giant. I felt very, very small.”  
– Neil Armstrong 
 

SECTION 1 
OPTICS 

 
OES A PERSON 
born blind miss 
the sense of 
sight? Or is it 
like a person 

with all five senses who tries 
to imagine a sixth sense? 
What does a blind person 
think of color or brightness? 
Does it seem totally obscure 
to think of clashing colors? 
And what does the person 
born blind think an optical 
illusion is? When I was in 
fifth grade I had a friend who 
was born blind and I used to 
watch him as he slapped 
pieces of rubber and plastic 
on a plaster wall and listen to the sounds they made. I realized his sense of hearing 
was far more developed than mine. He got so much more out of a sound than I 
could. But ... he couldn’t see. 
 
 You opened your eyes for the very first time and 
you were struck with a complicated world of visual 
images. With your first gaze around your new 
environment, the input became instantly dominated 
by the sense of sight. (The average person takes 70% 
of their sensory input through their sense of sight.) 
You looked for the first time and perhaps saw the 
face of your mother. You saw other people too. You 
saw the hard edges of the furniture in the room and 
the softness of the blanket you were wrapped in. Like 
a person blind his whole life and then given sight, 
you saw so much that you couldn’t make sense of – 

so much chaos and different and changing levels of 
light. But, that’s it. That’s all you saw ... and ever 
will see! Just light. You didn’t see the face of your 
mother that day. You never have, never will. You 
simply saw the light reflected off her face. You’ve 
gotten used to the very unique way light reflects off 
her face and so whenever you see that pattern of light 
rays, you think ... “Mom.” It’s a little unsettling to 
think about sight that way at first. We like to think 
that we see our Mom and other objects that are 
important or dear, but our eyes are not sensitive to 
things, only light. It’s amazing to me when I think 

D 

On one side is darkness, and the other side light. The open eye 
allows the light to flow into the darkness, bringing with it 
information about the world outside the body. 70% of the human 
being’s sensory input comes through the optic nerve. 
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about it this way; that the light reflecting off a can of 
Coke on a hot day can make me feel thirsty, the 
light reflecting off the needle before I give blood can 
cause a bit of a panic, and the light reflecting off my 
wife can make me feel affection. It’s interesting that 
all these emotions can arise just from different 
patterns of light. That’s why we’ll start with light. If 
all we see and all we’ll ever see is light and it 
amounts to 70% of our sensory input, it makes sense 
to me that we should know something about it. 
 When light strikes something, it reflects off that 
something in a perfectly unique way. Consider the 
light reflecting off the face of your best friend. If you 
look at that light, your first thought is that you’re not 
seeing light, but you’re really seeing the face of your 
best friend. Honestly, I act this way myself unless I 
think carefully about what I’m looking at. Now that 
light you’re looking at brings you enough 
information about your friend that you recognize her 
instantly. The light brings information about the size 
and structure of her body, the softness of her hair, the 
clench of her jaw (if she’s mad), the playful smirk 
she wears when she’s thinking something devious. 
The light holds nothing back. The unique 
arrangement of reflected rays can betray a new zit, a 
poppy seed lodged between two teeth, or an errant 
booger. Light, any light, is truly a warehouse of 
information. 
 There is one more sobering thing to consider – 
one more thing to let your non-physics friends 
ponder. Not only do you not see things (but only the 
light reflected off those things), but you don’t even 
see images in real time. What you see is not 
happening when you see it. The reason for that is that 
light has a finite speed. It’s fast, but still finite. The 
speed of light in empty space is 300,000,000 m/s 
3×108 m

s . That’s really fast! If you had a flashlight 
with a beam that would bend with the Earth’s 
curvature and you shined it towards the horizon, it 
would hit you in the back almost immediately. If the 
beam had nothing to run into it would circle the Earth 
seven times in one second! It is almost impossible to 
imagine that kind of speed, but if you have a bit of a 
grasp then you can begin to understand how vast the 
universe really is. Light takes just a bit over a second 
to reach us from the moon. When you look at a 
sunrise though, you’re looking at light that left the 
Sun over eight minutes earlier. You’re not seeing the 
Sun as it really is, but as it used to be. It’s a historical 
perspective. It’s more sobering when you consider 
light coming from outside the Solar System. Light 
from the nearest star, Proxima Centauri, travels over 
four years before it reaches our eyes, and that’s the 

closest star. The distances to stars and other galaxies 
are so unfathomably large that astronomers use the 
term light year to describe the distances in terms of 
how many years light would have to travel in order to 
reach our eyes. Hence, Proxima Centauri is 4.2 light 
years away from Earth. This closest star is over 
267,000 times further away from us than the Sun. To 
get a feeling for the vastness of space, if the Sun and 
Earth were separated by 60 feet, the Earth and 
Proxima Centauri would be separated by 3,000 miles. 
Other stars are hundreds, thousands, millions, and 
even billions of light years away. 
 On the night of February 24, 1987, the first 
nearby supernova in three centuries was observed in 
a nearby galaxy, The Large Magellanic Cloud. Its 
distance was 170,000 light years away. There was 
massive excitement within the astronomical 
community. It was the rage, the event, the career 
punctuating point for so many astronomers. But the 
event, observed in 1987, was very old history, having 
occurred 40,000 years before the age of the earliest 
fossil of modern man. What it means is that when 
you look at the night sky, most of the light you see 
began its journey long before you were born, and in 
most cases, long before civilization existed. The night 
sky is a vast canvas over which is painted a living 
history of the universe. Light is all history, not only 
on an astronomical scale, but even on the scale that 
you’re working with now. The light from the letters 
on this page takes a very short time to reach your 
eyes, but it’s not instantaneous. So it truly is history 
that you’re seeing ... in the light from the letters of 
this page ... and in the light coming from everything 
you will ever look at. 

PROPERTIES OF LIGHT 
 Why is it that when you look into the curved 
surface of a shaving mirror you see a magnified 
image of your face? How does a magnifying glass 
focus sunlight into a small intense point of bright, hot 
light? Why do stars twinkle? How does an optical 
fiber restrain light, preventing it from escaping the 
fiber’s totally transparent sides? These are a few of 
the many, many questions that people frequently ask 
about (or at least think about) light. We could start by 
examining the various theories of what light is (A 
particle? A wave? Something else?) and then go 
about trying to prove or disprove them, but I’d rather 
start by trying to understand what light does and why. 
And perhaps if we begin to understand the properties 
of light well enough, maybe the essence of what light 
is will become clearer. So that’s where we’ll start – 
trying to understand the properties of light. 
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CHAPTER 1: REFLECTION 
PLANE MIRRORS 

 
 

E LOVE TO 
look at plane 
mirrors. We 
look at them as 
we enter and 

leave 
bathrooms. At the gym we work out 
in front of them. We can’t help taking 
a quick look at the mirrored walls of 
elevators. But let’s be honest. It’s not 
the mirror we’re looking at. No, 
we’re really looking at … ourselves! 
(Well technically, we’re looking at 
images of ourselves.) The storefront 
windows of businesses act well 
enough as plane mirrors that we use 
them to check ourselves out while we 
pretend that we’re looking through 
them at merchandise. We love to look 
at ourselves and because of this, it’s 
hard to find places where there are no 
mirrors. To make sure we can always 
get an “image fix” we carry them in our 
purses and backpacks. I’m sure that our 
prehistoric ancestors were probably just 
as fixated by the images they saw of 
themselves in flat pools of water. 
 We use plane mirrors more often 
than curved mirrors because plane 
mirrors produce images that are the best 
representation of ourselves. The image 
produced by a plane mirror is identical 
in size and orientation to its object. On 
the other hand, curved mirrors (concave 
and convex) produce images that are 
sometimes larger, sometimes smaller, 
and sometimes upside down. Starting 
with plane mirrors is a great way to 
start thinking about optics (and about 
physics in general). It’s easy to make 
some simple measurements that lead 
directly to some general rules (aka 
“laws of nature”). One of these, the 
Law of Reflection, applies to all types 
of mirrors, not just plane mirrors. In 
fact, whenever light strikes any surface 
and reflects, it obeys the law of 
reflection: 

W 
Figure 1.1: Any smooth and flat reflecting surface can act as a plane 
mirror. Our prehistoric ancestors probably used still water as a 
plane mirror reflector. Photo by Kayvon Beykpour, Class of 2006. 

Figure 1.2: The 
image produced 
by a plane 
mirror gives 
the best 
representation 
of an object. 
The image size 
and orientation 
are identical to 
the object. (Can 
you tell that 
there is only 
half a house of 
cards?) Photo 
by Haydn Wall, 
Class of 2014. 
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THE LAW OF REFLECTION 

 
Whenever light reflects from a surface, the angle of 
incidence (as measured from a line perpendicular to 
that surface – the “normal”) always equals the angle 
of reflection (also measured from the normal). 

 
 

 
 
 Another very good reason to begin with plane 
mirrors is because of the preconceived notion that 
most people have about the location of the image 
produced by a plane mirror. It is very difficult for the 
typical person to believe that this image actually 
exists behind the mirror. It’s counterintuitive. It 
doesn’t make sense. So we make up a reality that 
makes more sense to ourselves than the truth. But this 
reality is not the truth; it’s just what we’ve conjured 
up in our own private universe. And, it has nothing to 
do with how “smart” we are. Several years ago, a 
movie was made that explored this idea of 
misconceptions and how they block learning. In the 
beginning of A Private Universe, simple questions 
are asked about the reason for the seasons or the 
phases of the moon. The people who are asked the 
questions are at a Harvard graduation. They include 
recent graduates, faculty, and alumni. Twenty-one 
out of twenty-three answered the questions 
incorrectly! To see how you would do, log onto: 
http://www.learner.org/teacherslab/pup/surveys.html 
and take a five question survey. 
 Many people hesitate taking a course in physics 
because they have heard that it is hard or because of 
their supposed limitations in math. However, they are 
unaware that some of the biggest (if not the biggest) 
limitations to their success in physics are their 
misconceptions about nature. The biggest challenge I 
have working with someone who has no formal 
background in physics is in erasing these incorrect 
preconceived notions. New students don’t come as 
“blank slates.” That would be easier. Instead, they 
come filled with misinformation. And the 
misinformation is often held onto so tightly that even 
when the truth is evident, they choose to continue 
believing the misconception.  
 That is certainly the case for many who are told 
that the location of the image produced by a plane 
mirror is actually behind the mirror. It just doesn’t 
seem right for there to be an image behind the 
mirror’s surface. It might help to apply the law of 
reflection to a simple situation involving a plane 
mirror and an object. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 1.3a shows a dog standing in front of a 
plane mirror. Now if the dog can see itself, that 
means there must be light reflecting off the dog, then 
striking the mirror, and then finally reflecting from 
the surface of the mirror to produce an image of the 
dog. Although there are rays of light reflecting off the 
dog at every angle and from every point on the dog, 
let’s just look at two random rays reflecting from one 
point on the dog. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 When these two rays strike the mirror, they must 
reflect, obeying the law of reflection. So now let’s 
draw the reflected rays using that law. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

€ 

∠i =∠r

Plane mirror 

Figure 1.3a: A dog stands in front of a plane 
mirror. 

Figure 1.3b: Two rays of light from the dog’s nose 
strike the mirror. 

Figure 1.3c: The rays reflect so that the angles of 
reflection equal the angles of incidence, obeying 
the law of reflection. 
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 Finally, let’s consider what an observer would do 
and see when looking toward the mirror. When the 
light rays reflect off the mirror, they diverge. An 
observer would naturally and sub-consciously follow 
the diverging rays back to the point where they 
appear to diverge from (behind the mirror). And 
although there is no actual light there, that is where 
the image appears. This type of image, formed by 
diverging rays of light is known as a virtual image. 
It’s an unfortunate name because it almost makes it 
seem that the image isn’t truly there. But it is! If you 
were to take a photograph of the image of the dog’s 
nose, you would have to point the camera directly at 
it and focus to that point behind the mirror. 

 With this discussion of image formation in mind, 
take a critical look at the photos below. In the Figure 
1.4, a girl does a virtual fitting of a dress just inside a 
storefront. The glass of the storefront acts as a plane 
mirror, reflecting a small portion (about 4%) of the 
daylight striking it from outside. In order to try on the 
dress, the girl (Leah Ruppe, Class of 2005) stands as 
far in front of the glass as the dress is behind the 
glass. Her image is then superimposed inside the 
dress because it is in the same place as the dress! In 
Figure 1.5 (taken by Sean Lang-Brown, Class of 
2011), two dice, stacked one on the other, are placed 
six inches in front of a plane mirror. Looking into the 
mirror, their image is visible in the background. 
Placed to the side is a 12-inch ruler, centered on the 
mirror surface. At the end of the ruler (six inches 
behind the mirror) another pair of dice is stacked like 
the first pair. The image of the first pair is identical in 
size and clearly at the same distance behind the 
mirror as the second pair of dice! 

 
  

Image of nose 

Figure 1.3d: When the light rays reflect off the 
mirror, they diverge. An observer naturally and 
sub-consciously follows the diverging rays back to 
the point where they appear to diverge from 
(behind the mirror). That is where the image is 
located. 

 

Figure 1.5: Two dice, stacked one on the other, 
are placed six inches in front of a plane mirror. 
Looking into the mirror, their image is visible in 
the background. Placed to the side is a 12-inch 
ruler, centered on the mirror surface. At the end 
of the ruler (six inches behind the mirror) another 
pair of dice is stacked like the first pair. The 
image of the first pair is identical in size and 
clearly at the same distance behind the mirror as 
the second pair of dice! (Photo by Sean Lang-
Brown, Class of 2011.) 

Figure 1.4: This girl does a virtual fitting of a dress 
just inside a storefront. The glass of the storefront 
acts as a plane mirror, reflecting a small portion 
(about 4%) of the daylight striking it from outside. 
In order to try on the dress, the girl stands as far in 
front of the glass as the dress is behind the glass. Her 
image is then superimposed inside the dress because 
it is in the same place as the dress!  
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CURVED MIRRORS 
 

OOK CAREFULLY AT a spoon 
sometime. There’s a lot of physics 
going on. If you hold the topside very 
close to your eye you see an enlarged 
upright image of your eye. But then as 
you move it away the image flips 

upside down and becomes much smaller. Try it! Now 
if you look at the bottom side of the spoon, no matter 
where you hold it, the image is small and upright. 
The top and bottom sides of a spoon are like the two 
types of curved mirrors: concave (curved in) and 
convex (curved out). Concave mirrors are the types 
of mirrors used for shaving or applying makeup 
because they can produce magnified images. Convex 
mirrors are used for store security because they can 
give a wider-angle view than plane mirrors. Because 
of these properties (and others), curved mirrors are a 
whole lot of fun to look at and to play with. Most 
people have a hard time passing by the curved 
mirrors at carnivals without taking an extended 
amount of time to look at and amuse themselves with 
the distorted images of their bodies. Both plane and 
curved mirrors give clear images, but the great 
variety of images possible from curved mirrors 
makes them seem far more complicated than plane 
mirrors. Indeed, curved mirrors can give image 
orientations that are either upright or upside down, 
image sizes from infinitely small to infinitely large, 
image positions from anywhere behind the mirror to 
almost anywhere in front of the mirror, and image 

types that are either virtual or ... REAL (more about 
that later). 
 The reason why all types of mirrors give clear 
images is because of the smoothness of their surfaces.  
You can even get the fender of an old ’68 Mustang to 
give a clear image if you wax it up. But the unusual 
sizes and orientations that you get from curved 
mirrors come from the curve. 

CONCAVE SPHERICAL MIRRORS 
 In order to understand how the curve is 
responsible for the wide range of images seen in 
curved mirrors, imagine a spherical, reflective 
Christmas tree ornament. If a section were cut from 
it, you would have a both a spherical convex mirror 
and a spherical concave mirror. Figure 1.6a shows a 
spherical concave mirror. It also shows a point 
indicating the center of the sphere it was cut from and 
a line joining that point and the center of the mirror. 
The point is known as the center of curvature and the 
line is known as the principal axis. Figure 1.6b shows 
the same mirror with four rays of light, parallel to the 
principal axis, directed to the reflective surface. 
Using the Law of Reflection, it’s possible to show 
how these rays will be reflected. Figure 1.6c shows 
that the reflected rays all converge to a unique point 
on the principal axis. This point is known as the focal 
point or simply, the focus. 
 

 

L 

Concave 
Mirror 

Principal axis 
Center of  
Curvature 

Figure 1.6a: A concave spherical mirror can be 
made by cutting a section from a mirrored sphere. 
The center of curvature indicates the center of the 
sphere the mirror was cut from. The principal axis 
is a line joining the center of curvature and the 
center of the mirror. 

Concave 
Mirror 

Principal axis 
Center of  
Curvature 

Figure 1.6b: A concave spherical mirror with four 
rays of light (parallel to the principal axis) 
directed toward the mirror’s surface. 
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 There are a couple of things to notice here. One 
is that the focal point is half the distance between the 
mirror’s surface and the center of curvature. The 
other subtler thing (that you really have to surmise, 
rather than observe) is that if the rays of light 
emerged from the focal point and reflected at the 
mirror’s surface, those rays would emerge upon 
reflection as a parallel beam of light. I like to think of 
this as “ headlight physics” because many headlights 
take advantage of this phenomenon by placing the 
light-producing filament of the headlight at the focal 
point of the mirror that makes up the back of the 
headlight. This is true for flashlights and spotlights as 
well. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 The fact that all the rays parallel to the principal 
axis will reflect to this small area means that light can 
be collected over a large area and then concentrated 
into a very small region. This phenomenon has been 
used on a small scale to create solar ovens to heat 
food and on a larger scale to heat water until it 
produces steam in order to generate electricity. 
Another common use is with satellite dishes. In this 
case, it is radio “light” that is focused. The person 
who has satellite TV, has a satellite dish pointed at a 
distant satellite. The very weak signal is concentrated 
to a focal point, where the receiver of the system is 
located. 
 Sometimes the phenomenon is unexpected. At 
the Vdara hotel in Las Vegas, the windows are 
designed to reflect the intense desert sunlight. The 
building is also curved concave, leading to a focal 
point of sorts (Figure 1.7). During portions of the 
day, the sun’s light is focused toward the pool area, 
where the concentration of light has caused burns and 
even melted plastic. 

Concave 
Mirror 

Focal Point Center of  
Curvature 

Figure 1.6c: The four rays of light are reflected 
and meet at a unique point known as the focal 
point or focus. 

Figure 1.7: The Vdara hotel in Las Vega has windows designed to reflect the intense 
desert sunlight. The building is also curved concave, leading to a focal point of sorts. 
During portions of the day, the sun’s light is focused toward the pool area, where the 
concentration of light has caused burns and even melted plastic. 
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CONVEX SPHERICAL 
MIRRORS 
 If you understand the 
physics of concave spherical 
mirrors, it’s a very easy step 
to understand convex 
spherical mirrors. Think 
about the same Christmas 
tree ornament that was used 
to describe a concave mirror. 
A convex mirror would 
simply be the other side of 
the section cut from the 
ornament. The symmetry 
here makes the development 
of this especially easy. 
Consider four light rays, 
parallel to the principal axis 
and directed to the convex 
mirror surface (Figure 1.8). 
Because the curvature is the same as before, the 
reflected angles must be the same also. However, in 
this case, the rays must diverge. But, they diverge 
from what appears to be a common point – the same 
point as they converged to when the rays were 
reflected from the concave mirror. So even though 
they diverge from this point, it is still called the focal 
point for the convex mirror. 

LOCATING CURVED MIRROR IMAGES 
FROM RAY DIAGRAMS 
 You know that when you look into either side of 
a spoon you see … images. Now we can use the 
physics of concave and convex mirrors that you just 
learned to show how these images are formed. 
You’ve just seen that curved mirrors can cause light 
rays to both converge and diverge. However, so far 
you’ve only seen how the two types of curved 
mirrors treat light rays moving parallel to the 
principal axis. Now we need to look at how those 
mirrors treat the light that comes in many different 
directions from objects in front of the mirrors. To do 
that, we’ll only consider rays from objects that are 
moving in a direction of which we know the physics. 
 We’re going to construct ray diagrams. Using 
ray diagrams to locate images is very visual and 
spatial. Imagine the light from a candle falling on the 
face of a concave mirror. It puts out rays of light in 
all directions; the mirror intercepts a few. If the 
candle is far enough from the mirror, the rays that are 
reflected from the mirror eventually intersect at some 
point in front of the mirror. The location of the image 
produced by this mirror is at the point where the rays 
of light intersect. If you were to place a 3 x 5 card at 
this point, you would see the image of the candle 

flame. If you move the 3 x 5 card closer or further 
from the mirror, the image blurs. This is caused by 
rays of light that have not quite intersected or have 
moved through the point of intersection. Doing a ray 
diagram simply involves finding at least two rays 
coming from the object that intersect at some point 
after reflecting from the mirror. Once you’ve found 
that point, you’ve found the image. This kind of 
image is known as a real image. (Because the light 
rays must converge together, the only mirrors that 
can make real images are concave mirrors.) The real 
image is always an exact replica of the object (like 
the real images seen on the projection screens of 
movie theaters). 
 Some people have a difficult time fully grasping 
the differences between the two types of images 
because of their names. The word “real” has a certain 
meaning and its opposite often refers to something 
imaginary. But, the “virtual” image is every bit as 
authentic as its “real” counterpart. When you look at 
a virtual image, it’s REALLY there. You can 
photograph it! The difference between the two is in 
how they are formed.  
 When the light from an object reflects from a 
mirror, it may diverge rather than converge (as in the 
reflection from a plane mirror). It doesn’t mean that 
an image is not formed; it means a real image is not 
formed. Instead, a virtual image is formed. A virtual 
image is formed when light rays from an object 
reflect off a mirror and then diverge. These rays can 
never come together to form a real image. However, 
an observer will naturally and sub-consciously follow 
the diverging rays back to the point where they 
appear to diverge from (behind the mirror). And 
although there is no actual light there, that is where 
the image appears. The simplest way to distinguish 

Convex 
Mirror 

Focal Point Center of  
Curvature 

Figure 1.8: The four rays of light (parallel to the principal axis) 
reflect and diverge from a unique point behind the mirror. It is 
known as the focal point or focus even though no light focuses there. 
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between a real and virtual image is by considering 
whether or not it can be projected. Real images can 
be projected and virtual images cannot. 

 The diagrams below show representative rays to 
use in order to easily locate an image from either 
concave or convex mirrors. 

f C 

f C 

f C 

f C 

f C 

f C 

Representative Rays for 
Concave Mirrors 

Representative Rays for 
Convex Mirrors 

A ray parallel to the Principal Axis of the mirror 
will be reflected through the focal point. 

A ray parallel to the Principal Axis of the mirror 
will be reflected on a path radially away from 
the focus. 

A ray passing through the focus of the mirror 
(or on a path as though it came from the focus) 
will reflect parallel to the Principal Axis. 

A ray moving on one side of the mirror toward 
the focus on the other side of the mirror will be 
reflected parallel to the Principal Axis. 

A ray passing through the Center of Curvature 
of the mirror (or on a path as though it came 
from the Center of Curvature) will reflect back 
onto the path it came from. 

A ray moving on one side of the mirror toward 
the Center of Curvature on the other side of the 
mirror will reflect back onto the path it came 
from. 

Figure 1.9: Curved mirror ray conventions 
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IMAGES PRODUCED BY CONCAVE 
MIRRORS WITH THE OBJECT 
BEYOND THE FOCAL POINT 
 Concave mirrors can produce both real and 
virtual images, depending on where the object is 
located. When the object is located between the 
mirror and the focus, a virtual image is produced. But 
move the object beyond the focus and the mirror will 
produce a real image that can be projected on a 
screen. We’ll look at this case first. Figure 1.10a 
shows an object in front of a concave mirror, beyond 
the focus. An upright arrow represents the object, but 
try thinking of it as a light bulb sending out light rays 
in all directions. For almost all of the rays coming 
from this object and striking the mirror, you would 
need to measure the incident angle carefully in order 
to predict where the reflected ray would go. 
However, there are two rays for which you don’t 
need to make any measurements. One of these is the 
ray that moves from the object parallel to the 
principal axis. You know that this one must reflect 
through the focus. And, a ray moving from the object 
through the focus must move parallel to the principal 
axis after it is reflected. Both of these are shown in 
Figure 1.10b. These two rays intersect at a point in 
front of the mirror. There are a number of things to 
understand here. The first is that the point of 
intersection is the location of the image. More 
specifically, if those two rays started from the tip of 
the arrow, the point where they intersect will be the 
tip of the arrow of the image. These two rays were 
easy to draw, but all rays starting from the tip of the 
arrow on the object would also intersect at the same 
point. In order to complete the image, you simply 
draw a line filling in the space from that intersection 
point up to the principal axis. Since the image is on 
the opposite side of the principal axis, it means that it 
will be inverted compared to the object (always the 
case for real images). The image is also obviously 
larger. (This is not always the case for real images. 
They can be larger, smaller, or the same size as the 
object. Figure 1.11 shows a case where the image is 
smaller than the object.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.11: In this photograph (taken by Alison 
Haroff, Class of 2006), an ice cream scoop acts as a 
concave mirror producing an inverted and smaller 
real image of the photographer.  

object 

f 

object 

Image 

f 

Figure 1.10a: An object sits in front of a concave 
spherical mirror, at a distance greater than the 
focal length of the mirror. 

Figure 1.10b: Two representative rays drawn 
from the object intersect at a point that defines 
the position of the image. Notice that the image is 
inverted and larger than the object. 
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IMAGES PRODUCED BY CONCAVE 
MIRRORS WITH THE OBJECT CLOSER 
THAN THE FOCAL POINT 
 In Figure 1.12a, the object is placed between the 
surface of the mirror and the focus. Notice that just as 
in the previous case, a ray of light moving parallel to 
the principal axis will reflect through the focus. 
However, a ray from the object to the focus will 
never hit the mirror, so we have to do something 
clever. Figure 1.12b shows a second ray drawn from 
the object. You should notice two things about this 
second ray. The first is that the ray is drawn in a 
direction as though it were coming from the focus 
(try laying a straightedge down along the line 
representing the ray). Now, even though the ray is not 
coming from the focus, the fact that it is coming from 
that direction means that it must reflect out parallel to 
the principal axis. The second thing to notice is that 
these two reflected rays do not intersect, but instead 
diverge. As with the diverging rays from a plane 
mirror, these two rays form a virtual image behind 
the mirror (Figure 1.12c). Notice that the image is 
also larger than the object (see Figure 1.13). This is 
always true for virtual images formed by concave 
mirrors. It is the reason that these types of mirrors are 
commonly used as makeup and shaving mirrors. 

object 

f 

Figure 1.12a: Here, the object is between the 
mirror surface and the focus. A ray moving 
parallel to the principal axis reflects through the 
focus, as before. 

object 

f 

object 

f 

image 

Figure 1.12b: A second ray drawn from the object 
as though it were coming from the focus. The fact 
that it is coming from that direction means that it 
must reflect out parallel to the principal axis. 

Figure 1.12c: The two reflected rays do not 
intersect, but instead diverge. These two rays 
form a virtual image behind the mirror. Notice 
that the image is also larger than the object. This 
is the reason that these types of mirrors are 
commonly used as makeup and shaving mirrors. 

Figure 1.13: This photograph (taken by Alex 
Bond-Bishop, Class of 2010) shows three pool 
balls and their virtual images produced by 
reflections from a concave mirror. Notice that 
each of the virtual images are larger than the 
objects and that the images grow as the objects 
are farther from the mirror and closer to the 
focus. 
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IMAGES PRODUCED BY CONVEX 
MIRRORS 
 Unlike concave mirrors, convex mirrors can only 
produce one kind of image – virtual. Figure 1.14a 
shows a ray of light moving parallel to the principal 
axis. As shown in Figure 1.9, this ray will reflect up 
and away from the focus. Figure 1.14b shows a ray 
from the same point on the object moving toward the 
focus. As shown in Figure 1.9, it will reflect out 
parallel to the principal axis. Both of these reflected 
rays are now diverging from the mirror’s surface. As 
with diverging rays from the surface of a plane 
mirror, these two rays lead to the formation of a 
virtual image behind the mirror. Note that the image 
is upright, smaller and located between the mirror 
and the focus. This is true for all images formed by 
convex mirrors. Figure 1.15 is a photograph (taken 
by Ryan Warner, Class of 2010) of a pair of 
sunglasses acting as convex mirrors. The image of 
the chess piece in the foreground is obviously smaller 
and upright. (And, since the image is upright, it must 
also be behind the mirror.) 

REAL VS. VIRTUAL IMAGES 
 Some people have a difficult time fully grasping 
the differences between the two types of images 
because of their names. The word “real” has a certain 
meaning and its opposite often refers to something 
imaginary. But, the “virtual” image is every bit as 
authentic as its “real” counterpart. When you look at 
a virtual image, it’s REALLY there. You can 
photograph it! The difference between the two is in 
how they are formed.  
 A real image is formed when rays of light from 
an object reflect from a mirror and converge at some 
point (because the light rays must converge together, 
the only mirrors that can make real images are 
concave mirrors). This requires that the image be 
located in front of the mirror. If some sort of screen 
(like a piece of paper) is placed at the image location, 
then the image will be projected there. This is not the 
same as reflecting a “splash of light” from a plane 
mirror. The real image is always an exact replica of 
the object (like the real images seen on the projection 
screens of movie theaters).  
 A virtual image is formed when light rays from 
an object reflect off a mirror and then diverge. These 
rays can never come together to form a real image. 
However, an observer will naturally and sub-
consciously follow the diverging rays back to the 
point where they appear to diverge from (behind the 
mirror). And although there is no actual light there, 
that is where the image appears. The simplest way to 
distinguish between a real and virtual image is by 
considering whether or not it can be projected. Real 
images can be projected and virtual images cannot. 

Figure 1.15: In this photograph (taken by Ryan 
Warner, Class of 2010), the lens of a pair of 
mirrored sunglasses acts as a convex mirror 
producing an image of a chess piece. Note that the 
image (like all convex mirror images) is upright 
and smaller. Since the image is upright, it must 
also be virtual and behind the mirror. 

Figure 1.14a: A ray of light, coming from an 
object in front of a convex mirror and moving 
parallel to the principal axis, will reflect up and 
away from the focus. 

f 

object 

f 

object 
image 

Figure 1.14b: Another ray of light, coming from 
the same point on the object and moving toward 
the focus, will reflect back parallel to the principal 
axis. These two diverging rays lead to the 
formation of a smaller and upright virtual image 
behind the mirror. 
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THE MIRROR EQUATION 
 

URE MATHEMATICS IS beautiful. So 
says the mathematician. Math sucks. So 
say a good number of math students. I 
guess I fall somewhere in between. 
While I don’t see the inherent beauty of 
the math, I do appreciate the ability of 

the math to model something that is very beautiful. 
For me, math is a tool. I use a hammer when I need to 
drive a nail. Without the hammer, moving a nail into 
a board is pretty difficult. But I would hardly call the 
hammer beautiful. What it’s able to do is “beautiful,” 
but my feeling about the hammer is more of an 
appreciation than an admiration.  
 This leads me to the mirror equation you used in 
the last lab. It’s a great tool that lets you model the 
beauty of the relationship between the focal point of a 
curved mirror, the distance of an object in front of the 
mirror, and the resulting distance of the image from 
the mirror. As the object moves about in front of the 
mirror, the image responds in beautiful symmetry. 
The choreography is modeled perfectly by this 
equation. The form of the equation I offered in the 
lab was: 
 

€ 

1
f

=
1
do

+
1
di

 

 
but it can also be expressed as: 

 

€ 

f =
dodi
do + di

   or   

€ 

do =
fdi

di − f
   or   

€ 

di =
fdo

do − f
 

 
depending on what measurement you’re interested in. 
Now since the equation applies to both concave and 
convex mirrors, and images can be formed in front of 
or behind the mirror, you have to be careful to 
provide the equation with enough information (some 
of which can be very subtle). Imagine you had a 
section of a sphere, mirrored on both sides. You 
would have both a concave and a convex mirror with 
the same curvature, and thus, the same focal length. 
But an object placed the same distance from both 
surfaces would not produce images the same distance 
from the mirror. So to distinguish between the two 
types of mirrors, the focal lengths of concave mirrors 
are always positive numbers and those for convex 
mirrors are always negative numbers. The full list of 
mirror equation conventions follows: 

 

Mirror Equation Conventions 
 
 • Focal Length 
  Concave Mirror ⇒ positive focal 

length 
  Convex Mirror ⇒ negative focal 

length 
 
 • Image Distance 
  In front of mirror ⇒ positive image 

distance 
  Behind mirror ⇒  negative image 

distance 
 
 The Mirror Equation gives you information 
about the distances of the object and image from the 
mirror, but anyone who has ever used a makeup or 
shaving mirror knows that’s not the most obvious 
thing going on. The image is … magnified (or 
minified, as in the case of a store security mirror). 
This magnification, M is just the ratio of the image 
height, hi to the object height, ho: 
 

€ 

M =
hi
ho

 

 
If you did the lab related to this section you noticed 
that when the image was far from the mirror and 
large, the object was close to the mirror and small. 
But there’s a lot more to this relationship. It turns out 
that if, for example, the image is twice the distance 
from the mirror as the object is from the mirror, then 
the image will also be twice the size of the object (see 
Figure 1.16). That means that: 
 

€ 

di
do

=
hi
ho

 

P 

object 

Image 

f 

Figure 1.16: If the image is twice as far from the 
mirror as the object is, it will also be twice as 
large as the object. 
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(The absolute value signs are there because it’s 
possible for the image distance to be negative). And 
finally, it implies that if you know the object and 
image distances, you really have the magnification 
without comparing the sizes of the image and object 
because: 

If 

€ 

M =
hi
ho

 and 

€ 

di
do

=
hi
ho

, then  

 

€ 

M =
di
do

 

 

Example 
A 1.30 m tall girl stands 1.20 m in front of a 
spherical Christmas tree ornament and notices a very 
small image of herself reflected by the ornament. If 
the diameter of the ornament is 10.0 cm, how big is 
her image? 
 
Solution: 
 • Identify all givens (explicit and implicit) and 

label with the proper symbol. 
 
 - The 1.30 m is the size of the girl, ho. 
 - The distance of 1.20 m implies an object 

distance, do. 
 - The diameter is 10.0 cm, which means that the 

center of curvature is 5.00 cm. Therefore, the 
focal length is 2.50 cm. 

 - She’s looking at the outside of the sphere. 
Therefore the “mirror” is convex and the focal 
length must be negative. Thus, f = -2.50 cm. 

 - Units throughout the problem need to be 
consistent. Choosing meters gives  
f = -0.0250 m. 

 

Given: do = 1.20 m  ho = 1.30 m   f = -0.0250 m 
 
 • Determine what you’re trying to find. 
 
  The sense of “how big is her image” suggests 

that you’re looking for image size. 
 
Find: hi 
 
 • Determine which of the equations for mirrors 

will work for the givens you have and what 
you want to find. 

 
 

€ 

d i
do

= hi
ho

 would work if you had the image 

distance. To get that, you could use di =
fdo

do − f
. Let’s do that. 

 
 • Do the calculations. 
 
 1. di =

fdo
do − f   

 
 ⇒ 

€ 

di = (−0.0250m )•(1.20m)
1.20m  −  (−0.0250m) = −0.02449m  

 
 (Note the negative image distance indicates the 

image is behind the mirror.) 
 
 2. 

€ 

d i
do

= hi
ho

 ⇒ 

€ 

hi = d i
do
ho=   

 
 

€ 

hi = −0.02449m
1.20m 1.30m =  

€ 

0.0265m   
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CHAPTER 2: REFRACTION 
 

IAMONDS 
ARE A girl’s 
best friend ... 
because they’re 
expensive … 
and that’s 

because they sparkle more than 
other gems … and that’s 
because of REFRACTION! 
 Those thirsty cartoon guys, 
with their tongues hanging 
down to the ground, who see the 
mirage (pool of water) out in the 
desert aren’t just “seeing things” 
because of their extreme thirst. 
You could photograph the 
mirage, because it’s really there, 
caused by the unusual path that 
light takes from the sky to the 
ground on very hot days. It’s 
due to REFRACTION! 
 “Twinkle, twinkle, little 
star, how I wonder … why you 
twinkle?” It’s due to 
REFRACTION! 
 Whenever light moves 
through a transparent substance 
like glass, water, plastic, or even air, it is optically 
refracted and this refraction causes an incredible 
array of optical phenomena. Refraction is the reason 
for a diamond’s sparkle, for mirages, twinkling stars, 
extra long sunsets, rainbows, a prism’s ability to 
break white light up into its component colors, and 
even the extraordinary property of light being trapped 
within an optical fiber of glass. 
 All of these seemingly unrelated phenomena 
occur because of one of the two changes that light 
experiences when it refracts. The two changes are the 
speed and direction of the light. Light always slows 
down when it moves from space or air into some 
other transparent substance (even slowing down from 
space to air). Actually it stops and then starts billions 
of times on its path through the substance, always 
traveling at the same 

€ 

3.0×108 m/s when it’s moving. 
However, to the observer, it appears that the light has 
slowed. The unusual phenomena mentioned earlier 
are not due to the speed change though, but rather, 
due to the light’s change in direction. Light always 
changes direction when moving from one transparent 
substance to another (unless the ray strikes the 

surface at a right angle). The new direction the light 
takes depends on the optical density of the 
transparent substance. 
 This optical density of transparent substances 
defines how difficult it is for light to pass through the 
substance. The higher the optical density, the slower 
the apparent speed of light as it passes through the 
substance. As mentioned before, the light will bend 
as it passes at some non-zero angle from substance to 
substance. The direction of the bending depends on 
whether the new substance has a relatively lower or 
higher optical density compared to the substance it is 
coming from. If the new substance has a higher 
optical density, the light will bend so that, as it moves 
through the new substance, it will pass closer to the 
normal line. Conversely, the light passing into a new 
substance with a lower optical density will bend 
away from the normal. The degree of bending 
depends on how different the optical densities are 
between the two substances. The greater the 
difference in optical densities between the two 
substances, the greater will be the degree of bending. 
The four cases on the following page illustrate these 
ideas. 

D 

Figure 2.1: The shifted position of the finger when viewed below the 
water’s surface is due to the refraction the light experiences when moving 
from the water through the glass to the air. (Photo by Dave Rieger, Class of 
2007.) 
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Incident 
Ray 

Normal 

Refracted Ray 

Angle of 
incidence 

Angle of 
refraction 

Lower to slightly higher optical density Lower to much higher optical density 

Higher to slightly lower optical density Higher to much lower optical density 

Figure 2.2: The effects of a new optical density on a ray of light. Note both the direction and the magnitude of the bend. 
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REFRACTION AND SNELL’S LAW 
 

INGERPRINTS ARE UNIQUE to a 
person. And the way light bends as it 
moves through a transparent substance is 
unique to that substance. You have just 
found the “optical” fingerprints for two 
transparent substances. You’ve also 

discovered that there is a predictable pattern in the 
way that light bends as 
it crosses the boundary 
between two transparent 
substances. 
 The first person to 
discover this pattern 
was the Dutch 
astronomer and 
mathematician, 
Willebrord Snell. His 
discovery in 1621 (five 
years before his death at 
age 46) has since come 
to be known as Snell’s 
Law. I often wonder 
what it must be like to 
know you are the 
discoverer of some law 
of, or truth in physics. It 
must have been 
gratifying to Snell to 
know that in the history 
of science, no one 
before him understood 
this simple principle of light and that he was the only 
one on the planet who could explain it. Very few 
scientists ever have this profound moment. What a 
thrill it must be. Unfortunately, he received no 
validation for this discovery – it wasn’t published 
until 70 years after he died. 
 The lab you just completed steered you in the 
direction of a particular result – that if you divide the 
sine of the incident angle by the sine of the refracted 
angle the result was always constant … well, as long 
as you used the same transparent substance. Snell’s 
Law is often portrayed as: 

€ 

n = sin∠i /sin∠r , where n 
is the constant for a particular substance. n is known 
as the index of refraction. This is the “optical 
fingerprint” that I mentioned earlier, as unique a 
number to a transparent substance as a person’s 
fingerprints are to the person. Indeed, you can use the 
index of refraction to identify an unknown 
transparent substance (essentially by doing a lab 
similar to the one you just completed).  

 The index of refraction of a substance expresses 
quantitatively how optically dense the substance is. 
You shouldn’t confuse optical density with physical 
density. Physical density is the ratio of mass to 
volume for a particular substance. Water, for 
example, has a physical density of 1 g/cm3. But 
optical density measures how difficult it is for light to 

move through 
the substance. 
The harder it is 
for light to move 
through the 
substance, the 
slower it 
appears to move 
through the 

substance. 
Remember, light 
always travels at 
3 x 108 m/s 
(known as c, the 
speed of light in 
empty space), 
but will start and 
stop repeatedly 
as it moves 
through a 

transparent 
substance, 

giving the 
illusion that it is 

moving at a slower speed, v. The index of refraction 
for a substance can also be calculated by finding the 
ratio of the speed of light in empty space to the speed 
of light in the substance: 

€ 

n = c /v . 
 Now let’s consider limitations on the possible 
values for the index of refraction. Since the speed of 
light in empty space is always faster than the speed of 
light through a substance, then the ratio, c/v, must 
always be greater than 1. This means there can be no 
indices of refraction less than 1. When it is very easy 
for light to move through a substance, v will be very 
close to c and the index of refraction will be slightly 
higher than 1. This is the case for air (n ≈ 1.0003). As 
optical density increases, v gets smaller and smaller, 
making the index of refraction larger and larger. The 
most optically dense (commonly known) substance is 
diamond with an index of refraction of 2.42. Some 
indices of refraction for common materials are given 
on the following page in Table 2.1. 
 

F 

Figure 2.3: Viewing a piece of fabric through three wine 
glasses; one with water, one with oil, and one empty, 
illustrates the different behavior of light as it moves through 
substances with different indices of refraction. (Photo by 
Annie Steinberg and Jack Flavin, Class of 2007). 
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 So there are two 
measures of the index of 
refraction, one based on 
speeds and the other 
based on angles. The 
latter one, the one you 
discovered in the lab, is 
really a simplified 
version of the general 
form of Snell’s Law. It 
only works if the first 
substance is empty space. 
However, air is so close 
in optical density to that 
of empty space that the 
simplified version also 
works when the first 
substance is air (like in 
the lab). Let’s 
summarize. The general 
form of Snell’s Law is:  
 

€ 

  n1 sin∠1 = n2 sin∠2     

 
where: 
 n1 ≡ index of refraction for the first substance 
 n2 ≡ index of refraction for the second substance 
 ∠1 ≡ incident angle 
 ∠2 ≡ refracted angle 
You can always use this general form of Snell’s Law 
to determine angles or indices of refraction. If the 
first substance is air, n1 will equal 1.0 and the 
equation reduces down to the version you discovered 
in the lab: 
 

€ 

  n =
sin∠i
sin∠r

   

where: 
 n  ≡ index of refraction for the substance (the 

light must be coming from the air into the 
substance) 

 ∠i ≡ incident angle 
 ∠r ≡ refracted angle 
 
And finally, if speeds of light are known or desired: 
 

€ 

   n =
c
v

    
 

where: 
 n ≡ index of refraction for the substance 
 c ≡ speed of light in a vacuum, 3 x 108 m/s 
 v ≡ speed of light in the substance 

Willebrord Snell (1580-1626) 

 Willebrord Snell was a true “mathlete.” By the 
age of eleven he was lecturing at Leiden University 
in the Netherlands. He would later become a full 
professor at the University, where he lectured on 
astronomy and mathematics. 
 Snell was a big thinker, and he applied his 
knowledge to big things … like finding the 
circumference of the earth. To do this, he 
established a network of cities forming triangles. 
He started with his house and local church towers 
as the triangulation points. Knowing the latitude of 
nearby towns through his study of astronomy, he 
calculated the distance between single lines of 
latitude. Adding the distances between these points, 
he arrived at the circumference of earth, which he 
measured to be 38,500 km – not far from the actual 
figure of just over 40,000 km. 
 In Snell’s book, Cyclometricus (1621), he 
calculated pi to 34 decimal places. Unlike the other 
mathematicians at the time who relied on 
logarithms, Snell managed to calculate pi by 
imagining a polygon with a billion sides.  
 His most famous work was done in the physics 
of optics. He discovered a simple way to describe 
the phenomena of refraction. The angle at which a 
ray of light enters a medium and exits a medium is 
governed by an index of refraction unique to each 
medium. The equation to find the index of 
refraction, “n,” is known as Snell’s Law:  

 
Snell however was unable to publish his findings 
and died five years after his discovery.  
 
(Biography by Alex Altman, Class of 2005) 
 

 

Substance Index of 
Refraction 

Vacuum 1.00000 
Air 1.00029 
Ice 1.309 
Water 1.333 
Ethanol 1.36 
Fused quartz 1.46 
Crown glass 1.52 
Topaz 1.61 
Flint glass 1.63 
Ruby 1.77 
Diamond 2.417 

Table 2.1: Indices of 
refraction for various 
transparent materials. 
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BUT WHY DOES LIGHT BEND? 
 Ever wonder if you would be a good scientist? 
Here is a question you should ask yourself. During 
this study of refraction, have I yet wondered why 
light bends? If your answer is yes, you have the right 
stuff – the kind of curiosity required to do good 
science. Others have wondered this. One in 
particular, Pierre de Fermat, discovered the Principle 
of Least Time. Fermat’s Principle is that light will 
always choose the path that requires the least amount 
of time from beginning point to ending point. Fermat 
was a French lawyer back in the mid 1600’s, but he 
liked math and pursued it as an amateur. This 
“amateur” is now considered to be one of the greatest 
mathematicians of all time. It’s easy to see that 
Fermat’s Principle works for light traveling from one 
point to another in the same medium without being 
reflected. A straight line is the shortest possible path 
and therefore the shortest possible time. Now think 
about light reflecting from a plane mirror. You know 
that the image is the same distance behind the mirror 
as the object is in front of the mirror. Given that, 
consider Figure 2.4.  

The correct path for light to take from the object to 
the observing eye is the thin-line path. There is 
another arbitrary, thicker-line path illustrated. 
However, notice that the path from the image to the 
eye is shorter along the straight, thin-line path. This 
means that a ray of light moving from the object to 
the eye will take the least amount of time along the 
thin-line path. And no matter what other arbitrary 
path of light you draw from the object to the mirror to 
the eye, it will always result in a longer path from the 
image to the eye and therefore take longer to travel 
from the object to the eye. Try it! The correct path 
leads to the angle of incidence being equal to the 
angle of reflection – Fermat’s law of least time 
requires it. 
 Finally, let’s look at refraction and the reason 
why light bends when it moves into a new transparent 
material with a different optical density. In Figure 2.5 
a ray of light moves from point A to point B going 
into a second transparent material where the optical 
density is greater, making the speed of light slower. 
The correct path is the thin-line path that bends 
toward the normal at the boundary between the two 
substances. You might think that the thicker-line path 
would make more sense, because it is straight and 
therefore shorter. However, the thicker-line path 
would require the light to spend more distance and 
therefore, more time in the slower-speed material. 
This would make its journey ultimately slower, even 
though the distance is shorter. Since Fermat’s 
Principle requires the least time, the light must make 
the curious bend at the surface. Now that leads to 
another question. Why does nature prefer light to take 
the path of shortest time? No one knows the answer 
to that question. Isaac Newton perhaps answered it 
best when he mused, “Nature prefers simplicity.” 
 
 
 

Figure 2.4: The correct path of light from the object to the 
observing eye is the thin-line path. There is another 
arbitrary thicker-line path illustrated. However, notice 
that the path from the image to the eye is shorter along the 
straight, thin-line path. This means that a ray of light 
moving from the object to the eye will take the least 
amount of time along the thin-line path. And no matter 
what other arbitrary path of light you draw from the 
object to the mirror to the eye, it will always result in a 
longer path from the image to the eye and therefore taking 
longer to travel from the object to the eye. 

A 

B 

Figure 2.5: Although the thick-line path is the 
shortest, it would require the light to spend more 
time in the slower speed material, causing the 
total time for the journey to be longer. Since 
Fermat’s principle requires the least time, the 
light must make the curious bend at the surface. 
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Example 
 
How fast does light move through water? 
 
Solution: 
 
• Identify all givens (explicit and implicit) and 

label with the proper symbol. 
  Given: c = 3.0 x 108 m/s 
    n = 1.33 
 
• Determine what you’re trying to find. 
  The sense of “how fast does light move 

through water” suggests that you’re looking 
for light speed in a substance. 

  Find: v 
 
• Determine which of the equations for refraction 

will work for the givens you have and what you 
want to find. 

  

€ 

n = c
v  works  

• Do the calculations. 

  

€ 

n =
c
v

 ⇒  v =
c
n

=
3.0×108 m

s
1.33

 

 
= 

€ 

2.26×108 m
s  

 

 

 

Example 
A beam of laser light moves through a piece of 
diamond and exits into the air. The incident angle in 
the diamond is 20.0°. What is the angle of refraction 
into the air? 
 
Solution:  
• Identify all givens (explicit and implicit) and 

label with the proper symbol. 
 
 Given: n1 = 2.42 
    n2 = 1.00 
    ∠i = 20.0° 
 
• Determine what you’re trying to find. 
  The sense of “angle of refraction into the air” 

suggests that you’re looking for the refracted 
angle. 

  Find: ∠r 
 
• Determine which of the equations for refraction 

will work for the givens you have and what you 
want to find. 

 
  

€ 

n1 sin∠1= n2 sin∠2  works and must be used 
in this case. Even though air is one of the 
substances, it isn’t the first substance, so the 
general form of Snell’s Law must be used. 
Therefore, we are looking for ∠2. We can’t 
get ∠2 directly, but we can get sin∠2. We’ll 
get that first and then proceed to ∠2. 

 
• Do the calculations. 
  1. 

€ 

n1 sin∠1= n2 sin∠2

 
  

€ 

⇒  sin∠2 =
n1
n2

sin∠1 =
2.42
1.00

sin 20 

   

€ 

= 0.8277  
 
  2. 

€ 

sin∠2 = 0.8277  
   

€ 

⇒  ∠2 = sin−1(0.8277)  
 

= 

€ 

55.9°  
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ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION EFFECTS 
 

HE INDEX OF refraction of air 
(1.00029) is so close to the index of 
refraction of empty space (1.00000) 
that we simply ignore the fact that the 
two are different and act as though the 
index of refraction of air is the same as 

a vacuum. This works perfectly well … most of the 
time. We can accurately predict where a ray of light 
will go as it passes from air into a piece of glass or 
from a lake surface into the air above, all the while 
assuming that the index of refraction of air is no 
different than that of totally empty space. However, 
doing such calculations ultimately involves working 
with an approximation. And, even though we’re only 
talking about a difference of about 0.03% when we 
round the index of refraction to exactly one, the fact 
that the optical density of air is just slightly higher 
than that of empty space leads to some interesting 
and unavoidable phenomena. We’ll discuss four of 
these here: colors in the sky, extra long sunsets, 
twinkling stars, and mirages.  

COLORS IN THE SKY 
 If you were on the Moon looking to the sky, you 
would be able to see the stars regardless of whether 
you were on the bright or dark side of the Moon. On 
the Earth, however, you can only see the stars at 
night. This is because incoming rays of light interact 
with the Earth’s atmosphere (of which the Moon has 
none). These incoming rays are scattered by air 
molecules and other particles up to about one-tenth 
the wavelength of light. The scattering is not equal 
across the visible spectrum though. The Earth’s 
atmosphere treats the various colors in the visible 

spectrum differently. The intensity of scattered light 
is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the 
wavelength of the light:  
 

€ 

Intensity  of  scattered  light  α  1
wavelength( )4  

 

Blue light has about half the wavelength of red light, 
which implies that the intensity of blue light scattered 
compared to red light scattered is approximately: 

€ 

1
1
2( )
4 = 16 times more! This much greater scattering 

of the blue part of the spectrum is why the sky is blue 
– so much more of the blue light is scattered across 
the sky than the other colors in the spectrum. Of 
course, there are times when the sky is red rather than 
blue, at least near the horizon during sunrise and 
sunset. Think about the path that sunlight takes 
during these two events. It’s a longer journey through 
the atmosphere than when the Sun is overhead at 
midday (see Figure 2.6). Not only is there more blue 
light scattered, but even medium-wavelength colors 
like green and yellow are significantly scattered. The 
longest wavelength, red, is the least scattered and the 
only one significantly remaining as the light takes 
this longest path to the observer, grazing the surface 
of the Earth. This leads to spectacular red sunrises 
and sunsets. The effect is even more pronounced if 
there is an abundance of particulate matter in the air, 
like smoke from a fire or urban smog. (There are 
advantages to living in places where the air is nasty –  
great sunsets!) 

T 

The path that light takes when the 
Sun is directly above the Earth is 
the shortest path through the 
atmosphere, causing the least 
amount of scattered light. 

The path that light takes when the 
Sun is on the horizon is the longest 
path through the atmosphere, 
causing the most amount of 
scattered light. 
 

Figure 2.6: The longer path for light through the atmosphere at sunrise and sunset (compared to the midday 
path) leads to significant scattering of green and yellow light, as well as the blue. With the longer wavelength 
red light least affected, this leads to red sunrises and sunsets. 
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LONG SUNSETS (AND SUNRISES) 
 If you live at the Equator, where the Sun’s rays 
are always striking the surface of the Earth at 90°, 
you might expect that the length of the day would be 
exactly 12 hours and then night would be another 12 
hours. It would never vary, as it does in the Northern 
and Southern Hemispheres. You would be right about 
the length of the day not varying, but you’d be wrong 
about the exact length of the day – it would always be 
a few minutes longer than 12 hours. This is because 
of the refractive effects of the air on the incoming 
rays of sunlight. Figure 2.7 illustrates the effect of the 
slightly higher index of refraction on a ray of light 
entering the atmosphere from space. It’s actually 
more complicated than this because there is a gradual 
increase in index of refraction as the air becomes 
denser closer to the Earth, but let’s assume that there 

is a distinct boundary between space and the air 
below. As a ray enters the Earth’s atmosphere, it 
refracts, bending toward the normal due to the higher 
index of refraction that it encounters. This causes an 
observer on the Earth to see the ray approaching from 
a refracted image of the Sun that is higher in the sky 
than the actual Sun (by about the diameter of the 
Sun). The effect is small, but nonetheless allows the 
observer to see rays of light from the Sun even after 
the actual Sun has passed below the horizon (or 
before it has emerged from the horizon at sunrise). 
Think about that next time you’re watching a sunset 
over the ocean. As the last part of the Sun has just 
about disappeared below the horizon … it already 
has. The slightly higher-than-empty-space index of 
refraction of air just gave you an extra few minutes of 
sunlight to enjoy! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

TWINKLING STARS 
 “Twinkle, twinkle little star, how I wonder … 
why you twinkle?” On the Moon, stars don’t twinkle. 
It’s a refractive effect due to the Earth’s atmosphere. 
But it’s more complicated than simply saying stars 
twinkle because the atmosphere has a higher index of 
refraction than empty space. That alone would cause 
incoming starlight to bend and we would see 
refracted images of the stars displaced from their 
actual positions, but … they wouldn’t twinkle. The 
twinkling is due to something subtler. The twinkling 

comes from the atmosphere’s dynamic nature. The 
index of refraction in the atmosphere is neither 
uniform nor constant. Differences in air temperature 
and pressure cause the index to be non-uniform, but 
the twinkling is due to these differences continuously 
changing. This means that the jagged path taken by a 
ray of starlight one moment (see Figure 2.8) will be 
different a short time later – it will hit the observer’s 
retina at a slightly different location. And, this 
location will continue to change. The perception to 
the observer is that the star is … twinkling.

Actual 
setting Sun 

Refracted image of 
setting Sun 

Earth’s atmosphere 

Figure 2.7: As a ray of light from the Sun enters the Earth’s atmosphere, it refracts, bending toward the 
normal due to the higher index of refraction that it encounters. This causes an observer on the Earth to see 
the ray approaching from a refracted image of the Sun that is higher in the sky than the actual Sun. The effect 
is small, but nonetheless allows the observer to see rays of light from the Sun even after the actual Sun has 
passed below the horizon. 
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MIRAGES
Those thirsty cartoon guys, 
with their tongues hanging 
down to the ground, who see 
the mirage (pool of water) out 
in the desert aren’t just “seeing 
things” because of their 
extreme thirst. You could 
photograph the mirage, because 
it’s really there, caused by the 
unusual path that light takes 
from the sky toward the ground 
on very hot days. On these hot 
days, the warmer air near the 
surface of the Earth creates the 
unusual situation of least dense 
air just above the ground. This 
causes light from above the 
Earth’s surface to refract 
through the layers of 
atmosphere in the curved path illustrated in Figure 
2.10. An observer looking down toward the ground 
would see refracted rays of light coming from objects 
that were actually above the surface of the Earth. 
Light from a treetop, or even the sky, would appear 

as though it started from the surface of the Earth. The 
image of the blue sky emanating from the surface of 
a warm highway would give convincing evidence of 
a pool of water on the highway’s surface (see Figure 
2.9). 

 
 

Figure 2.8: The index of refraction in the atmosphere is not uniform. This occurs because of differences in 
temperature and pressure in the air. Not only that, these differences are continuously changing. This means 
that the jagged path taken by a ray of starlight one moment will be different a short time later. Thus, it will hit 
the observer’s retina at a slightly different location, causing the star to “twinkle.” 

Figure 2.9: In the mirage shown here, light from the sky appears to 
emanate from the warm highway, giving convincing (yet incorrect) 
evidence of a pool of water on the highway’ surface. (Photo by Charlotte 
Simmonds, Class of 2006.)  
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Figure 2.10: On hot days, the warmer air near the surface of the Earth creates the unusual situation of less dense air near 
the surface of the Earth. This causes light from above the Earth’s surface to refract through the layers of atmosphere in 
the curved path shown here. An observer looking down toward the ground at a refracted ray would see light coming from 
objects above the surface of the Earth. 

Light from sky 
 
 
 
Cooler, denser 
air 
 
 
 
 
 
Warmer, less 
dense air 
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LENSES 
 

F YOU COULD kill a fly 
with the light focused 
from a magnifying glass 
before the fly flew away, 
you were held in the 
highest esteem in the third 

grade group I ran with. Maybe 
when you were younger you too 
concentrated the Sun’s rays to a 
point where they would burn a 
leaf or piece of wood. See Figure 
2.11 for another illustration of this 
phenomenon. 
 It’s exciting to think that we 
have the ability to take a super-
straight laser beam and so easily 
curve it to where we want it to go. 
Or consider the light from the 
Sun, blasting through space on a 
dead-straight path at 300 million 
meters per second. In an instant, 
with no real effort, we can deviate 
the paths of these rays and focus 
them to a point by simply placing 
a correctly shaped transparent 
substance in the way. 
 Right now you know enough about the refraction 
of light to predict the path a ray of light will take as it 
passes through various transparent materials. The 
next step is recognizing that you can consciously 
control the path light will take. One way to control 
the path light follows is with a lens. 
 If you wear glasses or contacts, you wear lenses. 
(The word lens derives from “lentil,” because of the 
similarity between the shape of a lentil and a 
converging lens.) Even if you don’t wear corrective 
lenses, you’re the owner of at least two organic 
lenses – one in each eye. Anytime a piece of glass or 
plastic is shaped smoothly so that it is either thinner 
or thicker at its center than it is at its edges, then it 

becomes a lens and it has the ability to focus or 
“defocus” light.  

MIRRORS VS. LENSES  
 Nature is full of wonderful symmetries. Here is a 
perfect example. Converging lenses have the same 
properties as concave mirrors and diverging lenses 
have the same properties as convex mirrors. 
Converging lenses are thicker at their center than 
they are at their edges and, like concave mirrors, can 
produce both real and virtual images (see Figure 
2.12) of any size. Diverging lenses, like convex 
mirrors, can only produce images that are virtual and 
smaller (see Figure 2.12). And the connection 

between mirrors and 
lenses is not just about 
these generalities. For 
example, if an object 
were between the focus 
and center of curvature of 
a concave mirror, its 
image would be larger, 
beyond the center of 
curvature, inverted, and 
real. The image is 
identical for the 
converging lens (with the 
same focal length). 

I 

Figure 2.11: In this photograph (taken by Jesse Peri, Class of 2008), a 
snow globe inadvertently left near a window focuses light from the Sun 
onto a laptop computer, melting its case. Note that as the Sun moved 
across the sky, the focal point moved as well across the laptop case. 

Figure 2.12: The converging lens is thicker at its center than at its edges and can 
make either real or virtual images. The diverging lens is thinner at its center than 
at its edges and can only make virtual images. 

Converging Lens Diverging Lens Diverging Lens 
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However, there are two things to consider. One, since 
the lens refracts light instead of reflecting it, the real 
image is produced on the opposite side of the lens 
than the object rather than on the same side (as with 
the mirror). The second (and more subtle) issue is 
that the focal point doesn’t just depend on the 
curvature of the lens (like it does for the mirror). In 
addition, it depends on the index of refraction of the 
lens. Think about Snell’s Law. When you calculate 
the angle that light bends at the surface of a piece of 
glass, you need to include both the incident angle of 
the light as well as the index of refraction for the 
glass. Both contribute to the bending. This means that 
twice the focal length of the lens will not necessarily 
be the center of curvature of the lens. However (big 
idea here), twice the focal length of a lens will 
behave like the center of curvature of the mirror. 
 Given this similarity between mirrors and lenses, 
lets see if you can decide the type of lens used in the 
following three photos of images produced by lenses. 
In the space below each of the photographs on this 
page, predict what kind of lens is being used and give 
a reason for your choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IMAGES FROM LENSES  
 Lenses are commonly used to produce a 
multitude of common images, like the ones on this 
page. The latest blockbuster that you look at in the 
theater is an image produced by a lens in a movie 
projector. The photographs you look at of your last 
vacation are images produced by the lens in a camera 
that have been preserved permanently. And if there is 
light, the lenses inside your eyes create a continuous 
series of images on your retinas, giving you your 
most powerful means of observing the world outside 
your head.  
 It was the images of four of Jupiter’s moons and 
the phases of Venus seen through Galileo’s newly 
built telescope that confirmed the Copernican theory 
that the Earth was not the center of the universe. And 
it was the images of the sexual apparatus of various 
insects seen through Antoni van Leeuwenhoek’s 
microscope that would begin to put an end to the 
belief in the spontaneous generation of such bugs. 
Lenses have indeed been the means to helping us 
understand the world of the very distant and the 
world of the very small. 
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THE FRESNEL LENS 
 

HAT WILL 
YOUR life be like 
when you are 39-
years-old? Most 
likely you will be 
energetic and 

actively involved in a meaningful 
career. Augustin Fresnel died when he 
was 39-years-old. He was a French 
physicist who received little public 
recognition for his work while he was 
alive. A slow learner when he was 
young and sickly all his life, he is most 
well known for his work with the optics 
of lighthouses. The earliest lighthouses 
used an open flame with no optics. But 
97% of the light produced was lost 
because it wasn’t focused with mirrors 
or lenses. Putting reflectors behind the 
flame boosted the efficiency from 3% to 
around 17%. However, in 1822 Fresnel 
designed a “lens” that was 83% 
efficient (Figure 2.13). This increased 
efficiency extended the effective 
distance of light beams to 20 miles from 
the lighthouse (to the horizon). It was a 
system of prisms and lens portions that 
emulated the properties of a converging lens without 
the heaviness of a conventional glass lens (Figure 
2.14). 

 Think about how 
light refracts in a lens. 
The only place there is 
a change in direction 
of the light is when it 
is interacting with the 
front and back 
surfaces of the lens. 
The light moves on a 
straight, undeviating 
path as it moves 
through the body of 
the lens. The Fresnel 
lens observes this by 
emphasizing the 
curvature of the outer 
surfaces and 
minimizing the inner 
material of the 
traditional lens 
(Figure 2.15).  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 2.16 shows the Fresnel lens in a 
automobile headlight. Many headlights use both the 
reflective back of the headlight as well as a Fresnel 
lens in front to focus the light into a compact beam. 
Inexpensive converging Fresnel lenses are often used 
as page magnifiers (Figure 2.17). If the orientation of 
the ridges in the Fresnel lens is reversed, it becomes a 
diverging lens (Figure 2.18). These are often seen 

W 

Figure 2.13: Fresnel’s Lighthouse lens 
(like this one at the Point Bonita 
Lighthouse in the Marin Headlands) 
improved the efficiency of light 
directionality from 17% (with the use of a 
reflector) to 83%, extending the effective 
distance of light beams out to 20 miles! 

Figure 2.14: Fresnel’s lighthouse “lens” was 
actually a system of prisms and lens portions that 
emulated the properties of a converging lens 
without having the heaviness of a traditional glass 
lens. 

Figure 2.15: Profiles of a conventional lens (left) 
and a Fresnel lens. Since refraction occurs only at 
the surfaces of the lens, the conventional lens has a 
substantial amount of material that is not useful for 
producing the lens effect. The Fresnel lens 
emphasizes the curvature of the outer surfaces and 
minimizes the inner material of the conventional 
lens, thereby producing a highly functional “flat” 
lens.  
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attached to the back window of an RV in order to get 
a wider-angle view of the area behind the vehicle. In 
both applications, a flat lens, with all the refracting 
properties of a conventional lens is desired. These 

kinds of lenses look perfectly flat, but a quick run of 
your fingernails over the surface reveals the telltale 
“Fresnel ridges.” 

Figure 2.16: The Fresnel lens ridges on the front of 
this headlight are clearly visible. As Fresnel lenses 
do at lighthouses, this lens helps to focus the light 
into a concentrated beam. (Photo by David Lapp.) 

Figure 2.17: The inverted, real image produced  
by this page magnifier shows that it is a 
converging Fresnel lens. When held close to a 
page of text, it behaves like a magnifying glass, 
producing enlarged, virtual images. (Photo by 
Kelly Bertenthal, Class of 2010.) 

Figure 2.18: If the orientation of the ridges in the 
Fresnel lens is reversed, it becomes a diverging 
lens. These are often seen attached to the back 
window of an RV in order to get a wider-angle 
view of the area behind the vehicle. 
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THE THIN LENS EQUATION 
 

 COULD NEVER be a history teacher. I 
would have to memorize too much – too 
many events, dates, and names. No, my poor 
memory is much more suited to studying and 
teaching physics. Now those who haven’t 
studied physics and who only know it by the 

bad rap it gets for supposedly being too hard for the 
average person to understand say, “Yeah, right.” But 
it’s true. And a classic illustration of this is the lens 
equation. The person who struggles with math might 
say, after looking at the heading of this section, “Not 
another equation.” It really does double duty though. 
This one equation applies to both converging lenses 
and diverging lenses. You may remember that the 
mirror equation pulled the same double duty, 
applying to both concave and convex mirrors. It gets 
better. The lens equation not only looks like the 
mirror equation … it is the mirror equation – no 
difference. So this one equation applies to both types 
of curved mirrors and to both types of lenses. One of 
the very compelling things about studying physics is 
that the more you look at nature, the more symmetry 
you see, linking things that previously were thought 
to be unrelated.  
 When this equation was used for mirrors, 
important conventions were necessary to distinguish 
between the two types of mirrors and the positions of 
the image. The same is true when the equation is now 
used for lenses. Let’s review the equation and the 
modified conventions for use with lenses. 
 

 

 
but it can also be expressed as: 

 

   or      or    

 

   

 
 There is a strong similarity between the concave 
mirror and the converging lens and between the 
convex mirror and the diverging lens. You probably 
noticed that when doing the lens ray diagrams. All of 
the unique properties of concave mirror images are 
the same as those for converging lenses. The same is 
true for the images produced by convex mirrors and 
diverging lenses (both, for example, can only produce 
virtual images). 

Lens Equation Conventions 
 

 • Focal Length 
 Converging Lens ⇒ positive focal length 
  Diverging Lens ⇒ negative focal length 
 

 • Image Distance 
  Opposite side of lens as the object (real image) 

⇒ positive image distance 
  Same side of lens as the object (virtual image) 

⇒ negative image distance. 
 
 

Example 
A diverging lens of 0.75 m focal length is held so that 
the image of a chair appears to be 0.40 m from the 
lens. How far from the lens is the chair? 
 
Solution: 
 • Identify all givens (explicit and implicit) and 

label with the proper symbol. 
 
 - The focal length is given explicitly as 0.75 m, 

but since it is a diverging lens, f = -0.75 m. 
 
 - The image distance is given explicitly as  

0.40 m, but since it is a virtual image (because 
it is a diverging lens), di  = -0.40 m. 

Given: f = -0.75 m 
  di = -0.40 m 
 
 • Determine what you’re trying to find. 
 
  The sense of “how far from the lens is the 

chair” suggests that you’re looking for object 
distance. 

 
Find: do 
 
 • Determine which of the equations for mirrors 

will work for the givens you have and what 
you want to find. 

  works 

 
 • Do the calculations. 
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OPTICAL DEVICES WITH MULTIPLE 
LENSES 
 Galileo (1564–1642) built his first telescope in 
1609 (a year after the Dutch had invented this 
application of using two lenses together). His was a 
major improvement, having a power of 8X. By the 
end of the year, he had built one with a magnification 
of 20X. Then, he turned it toward the night sky 
(apparently the first person to do such a thing with a 
telescope) and saw images no one had ever seen – 
images that would seriously cripple the Aristotelian 
idea of the earth being the center of the universe. 
What Galileo saw in the night sky surprised and 
delighted him. He saw that the moon had an irregular 
surface (bad news for the Aristotelian-required 
perfection of heavenly bodies). Then he noticed that 
Venus had phases, like the moon. This combined 
with his discovery that Jupiter had four moons 
revolving around it, made it obvious that the earth 
was clearly not the center of the universe. This was 
the evidence Nicolaus Copernicus would have loved 
to have in order to bolster the theory of a Sun-
centered solar system that he had proposed a century 
earlier. But it was an abomination to the theology of 
the Catholic Church, which was decidedly anti-
Copernican. Galileo’s aggressive defense of the sun-
centered universe eventually caused the church to 
issue a decree in 1616 to “put an end to the spread of 
the false doctrine of the immobility of the sun and the 
mobility of the earth.” His unwillingness to abide by 
the decree would lead to his being forced to publicly 
renounce Copernicanism and being placed on house 
arrest for the last nine years of his life. It took the 
church until 1992 (350 years later) to admit its error.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Galileo’s telescope was a system of two lenses. 
It had an objective lens (the one pointing at the star) 
that was converging and an eyepiece lens that was 
diverging. When light from a planet moved through 
the two lenses, it was refracted in a complicated 
manner, resulting in the formation of one final 
magnified image. However, to understand how two 
lenses work together to produce one final image you 
simply deal with one lens at a time. You can treat the 
image formation as though it were a clunky (and 
much simpler) process. Here’s how it works. Find the 
image that the first lens would produce if it were by 
itself. This image becomes the object for the next 
lens. So, the process for determining image properties 
from multiple lens systems is really no more difficult 
than with single lenses, just longer. 

 

Figure 2.19: Galileo, before the Inquisition on April 
12, 1633, being forced to renounce the sun-centered 
universe. His telescope had given him the evidence 
necessary to refute the Aristotelian earth-centered 
universe. Although he officially recanted his 
position, as he rose from his knees legend has it that 
he muttered softly, “Eppur si muove!” (“And yet it 
moves,” referring to Earth.) 

Figure 2.20: A rare triple solar eclipse taken by 
the Hubble Telescope. Galileo first discovered 
the three participating moons in 1609 with the 
newly invented refracting telescope.  
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Example 
Two thin lenses, one a converging lens with a  
12.0 cm focal length and the other a converging lens 
with a 10.0 cm focal length, are placed 24.0 cm apart. 
An object is placed 18.0 cm to the left of the 12.0 cm 
lens (which is the closest lens). Determine the overall 
magnification. 
 
Solution: 
 • Identify all givens (explicit and implicit) and 

label with the proper symbol. 
 
 
 - The focal lengths are given explicitly as  

12.0 cm and 10.0 cm. 
 
 - The object distance to the first lens is given 

explicitly as 18.0 cm.  
 
 - The distance between the lenses is given as 

24.0 cm 
 
Given: f1 =12.0 cm  f2 = 10.0 cm 
  do1 = 18.0 cm  d = 24.0 cm 
 
 • Determine what you’re trying to find. 
 
  The instructions are given explicitly to find the 

overall magnification. In a multiple lens 
system, the overall magnification is the 
product of the magnifications of the individual 

lenses. In this case,  

 

Find: di1,  do2,  di2  
 • Do the calculations. 
 

  

 
 Since the image produced by the first lens 

becomes the object for the second lens, we 
have to consider the distance between the two 
lenses as well as the position of the image of 
the first lens. Since the second lens is 24.0 cm 
to the right of the first lens and the first image 
is 36.0 cm to the right of the first lens, the 
second “object” is 12.0 cm to the right of the 
second lens. But since the light is moving from 
left to right in this problem, the second object 
is on the “wrong” side of the second lens. It is 
therefore, a “virtual” object. Virtual objects are 
always negative: 

 
  
 

  

 
  Finally, 
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LOCATING IMAGES THROUGH RAY TRACING 
 
 The diagrams below show representative rays to 
use in order to easily locate an image. Although the 
refraction occurs at both the front and back surface of 
the lens, these drawings are simplified by making one 
bend in the center of the lens. So these are really only 

approximate paths, but they work very well for thin 
lenses. Remember, an image point occurs wherever 
two rays intersect or, in the case of virtual images, 
appear to once have intersected. 

 
 

f f f f 

f f 

f f 

Representative Rays for 
Converging Lenses 

Representative Rays for 
Diverging Lenses 

A ray parallel to the Principal Axis on one side 
of the lens will be directed through the focus on 
the other side of the lens. 

A ray parallel to the Principal Axis on the left 
side of the lens will be directed on a path away 
from the focus on the left side of the lens. 

A ray emerging from the focus on one side of 
the lens will move parallel to the Principal Axis 
on the other side of the lens. 

A ray moving on one side of the lens toward the 
focus on the other side of the lens will be 
directed parallel to the Principal Axis on the 
other side of the lens. 

A ray passing from one side of the lens through 
the center of the lens will continue in the same 
direction on the other side of the lens. 

A ray passing from one side of the lens through 
the center of the lens will continue in the same 
direction on the other side of the lens. 

f f 

f f 

Figure 2.21: Lens ray conventions 
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TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION 
 

F SOMEONE ASKED you what 
it means for a substance to be 
transparent you would probably 
say something like, “light is able 
to go through it.” And if they 
asked you to give an example, 

you might say water and glass are good 
examples of transparent substances. So 
you would probably be surprised to 
discover that under the right conditions, 
materials like water and glass are 100% 
opaque (see Figure 2.22).  

PUSHING THE ENVELOPE 
WITH REFRACTION 
 Consider a light ray moving from a 
higher index of refraction to one that is 
lower (like from water to air). When this 
is the case, the refracted ray will always 
be bent away from the normal and the 
angle of refraction will therefore always 
be greater than the angle of incidence 
(see Figure 2.23). This means that when 
light moves from a substance of higher optical 
density to one of lower optical density there will be 
some angle of incidence less than 90° that leads to an 
angle of refraction that is equal to 90°. That angle of 
incidence is called the critical angle of incidence. It 
is at that incident angle that absolutely no light moves 
beyond the boundary separating the two (previously 
believed) transparent substances. The light just 
moves along the surface separating the two materials. 
And then if the light is incident at an angle greater 
than the critical angle, it will be reflected back into 
the higher optical density substance (see Figure 2.24) 
– totally internally reflected! That is a wild thought 
… that the boundary – the edge – between say water 

and air can act as a far more effective mirror than any 
household mirror you have. Now let’s summarize: 
 
 • The Critical Angle is the angle of incidence 

that leads to a 90° angle of refraction. 
 

 • Total Internal Reflection will occur when 
the following two conditions are met: 

 1. Light must be moving from higher to 
lower optical density. 

 2. The incident angle must be greater 
than the critical angle. 

 

 • When Total Internal Reflection occurs, the 
reflected angle equals the incident angle. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

I 

Figure 2.22: Light from coins in a water-filled bowl reflects from the 
underside of the water surface. The water-air boundary acts as a 
perfect plane mirror. (Photo by Lucas Guilkey, Class of 2006.) 

A piece of transparent 
material in air with the 
critical angle indicated. 

Light approaching at an 
angle less than the critical 
angle.  Refracted light 
bends away from the 
normal. 

Light approaching at an 
angle equal to the 
critical angle. Refracted 
light moves along the 
boundary between the 
two substances. 

Light approaching at an 
angle greater than the 
critical angle.  Light is 
totally internally 
reflected. 

Figure 2.23: The path light travels when moving from a higher optical density (or index) to a lower one. 
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CALCULATING THE CRITICAL ANGLE 
 The critical angle of a 
particular substance is as 
unique as its index of 
refraction. To calculate it, 
you can use Snell’s Law. 
The diagram to the right 
shows a ray of light going 
from a substance with an 
index of refraction of n1 to one with an index of 
refraction of n2. The angle of refraction, ∠2, is 90°. 
Therefore, the angle of incidence, ∠1, is the critical 
angle, ic. Let’s use Snell’s Law: 
 

€ 

n1 sin∠1= n2 sin∠2  
 

€ 

⇒  n1 sin ic = n2 sin 90°  
 

€ 

⇒  n1 sin ic = n2 (1)  
 
 

⇒ 

€ 

  sin ic =
n2
n1

   

 
or 

 

€ 

  ic = sin−1 n2
n1

   

 

∠1 

∠2 

n1 

n2 

Figure 2.24: Light from a laser pointer is directed down into a tank of water and onto a CD-ROM. Four 
reflections of the beam strike the water-air boundary, attempting to move from a higher to lower optical 
density. The leftmost reflected beam strikes the boundary at an angle less than the critical angle. It only meets 
one of the criteria for total internal reflection, so it refracts out. The other three beams strike at incident angles 
greater than the critical angle and are therefore totally internally reflected. (Photo by Braden Hoyt, Class of 
2008). 

Figure 2.25: This wine glass is perched on the 
railing of an upper story deck. Light from below 
the wine glass totally internally reflects off the 
bottom of the water in the glass, revealing the 
deck below the railing. (Photo by Neils Rocine, 
Class of 2006). 
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or, if the second substance is air (n = 1), then the 
equation for the critical angle reduces to: 
 
 

€ 

  ic = sin−1 1
n

   

 
 
where n is the index of refraction for first substance. 
This means that you can easily find the critical angle 
for light passing between two substances if you know 
the indices of refraction of the two substances. 
 

Example 
 

What is the critical angle for light passing from glass 
(n = 1.50) to water (n = 1.33) 
 

Solution 
 

• Identify all givens (explicit and implicit) and 
label with the proper symbol. 

  Given: n1 = 1.50 
    n2 = 1.33 
 

• Determine what you’re trying to find 
  Find: ic 
 

• Determine which of the equations for refraction 
will work for the givens you have and what you 
want to find. 

  

€ 

ic = sin−1 n2
n1

 works and must be used because 

the second substance is not air. 
 

• Do the calculations 

  

€ 

ic = sin−1 n2
n1

= sin−1 1.33
1.5

# 

$ 
% 

& 

' 
( = sin−1 0.8867( )  

 

= 62.5° 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2.26: Zoe Kaufman, Class of 2010, uses a 
total internal reflection photo to simulate half a 
lemon. The quarter lemon submerged in the water 
is totally internally reflected in the underside of the 
water, giving this illusion. 
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WHITE LIGHT DISPERSION 
 

HERE’S A VERY impressive physicist 
at the Exploratorium in San Francisco. 
Paul Doherty is not only brilliant and 
well versed in seemingly every area of 
physics, he explains even the most 
complicated and subtle phenomenon in 

a way that makes it easy for anyone to understand. 
Maybe that’s why he’s so popular. However, Paul 
always ends each explanation or answer to a physics 
question with the statement, “But it’s really more 
complicated than that.” And that’s the way it always 
is in physics. You think you understand it 
completely, only to discover that there’s yet another 
layer to peel away, revealing more sophistication that 
you hadn’t considered. It’s that way with refraction 
too. 
 Up until now you’ve understood that each 
transparent material has a unique index of refraction. 
Well yes, but, as Paul Doherty would say, it’s really 
more complicated than that. For example, you’ve 
learned that the index of refraction for water is 1.33. 
But if you measured more carefully, getting to three 
places past the decimal, you would find that the index 
actually varied a bit from color to color. The table 
below shows the indices of refraction for various 
colors of crown, flint glass, and diamond. 
 

Color Crown glass Flint glass Diamond 

Red 1.515 1.622 2.407 
Yellow 1.517 1.627 2.417 

Blue 1.523 1.639 2.436 
Violet 1.533 1.663 2.465 

Table 2.2: Indices of refraction for different 
colors of light in various transparent substances 

 
 Isaac Newton was the first to understand the 
physics of this variable index of refraction. He was 
fascinated and intrigued by light – so much that he 
risked going blind to extend his observations beyond 
what others had done. He would stare at the sun until 
all pale colored objects appeared red, and darker 
objects appeared blue. He would also slip objects 
between his eye and eye socket as far back as he 
could in order to change the shape of the retina so 
that he could observe the colored circles that 
appeared due to the pressure. He was the first to show 
that the colors emerging from a prism were due to 
differences in the index of refraction for each of those 
colors within the prism. By taking a lens and 
focusing these colors back together in a bright white 
spot of light, he illustrated that white light was really 
just the sum of all the colors in the spectrum. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Different indices of refraction mean that the 
different colors will bend to different degrees. 
Normally you don’t notice the difference because the 
indices are really very close, but if you use a piece of 
glass cut like the shape of a prism, the light bends in 
a way that emphasizes the separation of colors. 
White light dispersion is this separation of white 
light into its component colors. It is the reason for the 
beauty associated with prisms and little crystals hung 
in sunny windows to catch and split up light.  It (in 
concert with total internal reflection) is also 
responsible for the effect of rainbows. And it’s the 
cause of major frustration for lens makers who have 
no desire to see the beautiful color separation in their 
camera, microscope, and telescope lenses. 

T 

Figure 2.27: The different indices of refraction 
for different colors of light cause this crystal to 
bend the various  colors that make up white 
sunlight into slightly different paths. This 
difference in bending causes a separation of the 
white light into the colors that you see here. 
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REFRACTION, LENSES, AND THE PHYSICS OF THE EYE 
 

N HER SONG, You’re So Vain, 
Carly Simon sings, “… You had 
one eye in the mirror as you 
watched yourself go by…” Then 
there’s Englebert Humperdink 
singing “Can’t take my eyes off 

of you.” And what both singers are trying 
to convey is that the eye is a window – a 
portal into the head that lets information 
flood through. We have five senses to 
perceive the universe outside our head, 
but close your eyes and you shut out the 
world much more completely than by 
losing any of the other senses. The eye’s 
lens is only one part of the awesome 
visual process that ushers the outside 
world on a one-way trip into the secret 
world inside. 

THE VISUAL PROCESS 
 Light originally enters through the 
pupil of the eye. The iris responds to the 
level of light intensity, either closing 
down or opening up to meet the demand 
for the amount of light necessary for 
optimal visual perception. The light entering the eye 
is largely focused by the cornea. In fact, the cornea is 
responsible for 80% of the focusing power of the eye. 
It is interesting to note that the index of refraction of 
the cornea is 1.34, very close to 1.33, the index of 
refraction of water. Since these indices of refraction 
are almost identical, a person swimming underwater, 
without goggles or a mask, sees only blurred images 
because the degree of focusing at the water-cornea 

interface has been diminished almost completely. 
Between the cornea and the lens, light passes through 
the aqueous humor, a clear liquid that maintains the 
cornea’s shape by fluid pressure. Maybe you know 
someone with glaucoma, a malady that results from 
too much pressure on the cornea by the aqueous 
humor. If you’ve had an eye exam, you can probably 
recall having a routine, painless, glaucoma test in 
which your cornea was anesthetized and the pressure 
behind was mechanically measured by placing a 
probe in direct contact with it. In about 2% of the 
population over the age of forty, pressure behind the 
cornea increases due to obstructions in the channels 
through which fluid normally leaves the eye. This in 
turn impedes the flow of blood in the eye. The 
condition can be treated with medication or surgery. 
Untreated, glaucoma leads to progressive loss of 
vision and eventual blindness. However, it is easy to 
detect early, even before symptoms of vision loss 
occur. 

THE LENS 
 Light is then refracted an additional 20% as it 
passes through the lens. Its index of refraction of 
1.386 to 1.406 is higher than both the aqueous humor 
and the vitreous humor behind the lens. The lens is 
not a single crystalline body, but rather, a mass of 
tightly packed, transparent lens fibers. These lens 
fibers are arranged in sheets of layers, much like the 
skin on an onion. Because the lens is living tissue, 

I 

Figure 2.29: Pupil and iris exposed beneath the 
partially folded back cornea of a cow’s eye. 
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Figure 2.28: Top view of the eye with major components 
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new layers are added throughout life. The 
transparency of the lens depends on the regular 
arrangement of lens fibers. Interference in the regular 
growth pattern of the lens results in the formation of 
abnormal lens fibers. Small, localized opaque regions 
are common and usually not serious, but if the 
opacity impedes vision, it is called a cataract. The 
most common type of cataract, the senile cataract, 
clouds the lens gradually until the entire lens is white 
and opaque. Early intervention can be made with 
glasses, but eventually the affected lens must be 
removed. With the natural lens gone, its refractive 
power must be replaced with an artificial lens implant 
or an externally worn artificial lens. Although this 
allows vision to be restored, it limits it in the sense 
that there is only one region outside the eye on which 
the eye can clearly focus.  
 The lenses you’ve dealt with have probably all 
had a specific focal length. They have to, since 
they’re solid and have a specific curvature. When you 
want to focus a camera you have to move the lens 
toward or away from the film, changing the image 
distance to compensate for the specific object 
distance of the object being photographed. The eye, 
however, has a fixed image distance of about 1.7 cm, 
so in order to focus on objects at varying object 
distances, the focal length of the lens must change. 
The ciliary muscles together with the suspensory 
ligaments (fibers connected to the lens), act to 
change the shape of the lens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Imperfectly shaped eyes sometimes limit the 
ability of the lens to fully focus on some visual field, 
and corrective lenses must be used to achieve perfect 
vision. For example, if the eye is too long, the lens 
may not have the ability to project a focused image 
fully back to the retina and instead, focuses the image 
in front of it. This causes nearsightedness and glasses 
or contacts with diverging lenses must be used to 
spread incoming light just enough so that the lens 
brings the rays back into focus perfectly on the retina. 
Without glasses, some accommodation can be 
achieved by squinting very hard, thereby physically 
moving the front of the eye back toward the retina. If 
the eye is too short, incoming rays do not have the 
distance to fully converge and glasses or contacts 
with converging lenses must be used. This condition 
is known as farsightedness. Aging causes the lens to 
lose some of its elasticity, which causes a 
progressively longer “near point.” The near point is 
the closest distance you can focus your eyes on 
something. For children, the near point is about  
25 cm. But in middle age the near point gets 
uncomfortably long, leading people to hold books 
and newspapers at arm’s length in order to read them. 
At some point in time the near point is longer than 
the arm, and the individual must get reading glasses 
(converging lenses). This particular cause of 
farsightedness affects all individuals who get old 
enough. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE RETINA 
 After passing through the lens, light will ideally 
be focused on the retina. Between the lens and the 
retina is the jelly-like vitreous humor, which 
supports the retina against the back of the eye. Most 
people are interested to learn that the tiny, oddly 
shaped particles and squiggles they notice 
occasionally in their visual field are not illusions, but 

Figure 2.30: A cow’s eye lens with suspensory 
ligaments still attached. The suspensory ligaments 
act to change the shape of the lens, and thus, its 
focal length. 

Figure 2.31: Here, a cow’s eye lens is being used to 
project a real image of a light bulb filament onto a 
card. The card is acting as a projection screen, 
like the retina does. Notice that the image of the 
filament is inverted from the actual filament. 
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actually exist. Most of us ignore these “floaters” 
which are actually bits of cellular debris in the 
vitreous humor, casting shadows on the retina. Some 
claim they are unable to observe any, regardless of 
how hard they try. With a bit of practice though, they 
are easy to detect as they hover in the visual field, 
lagging behind eye movements and overshooting 
when the eye stops. Floaters tend to be more 
abundant in older people who have accumulated 
more of this debris. A marked increase in floaters is 
often an indication of bleeding in the eye. 
 Light striking the back of the eye is detected by 
photosensitive receptors in which a chemical reaction 
leads to electrical information, which is transmitted, 
via the optic nerve to the brain. There are up to 
120,000,000 of these microscopic receptors, which 
are of two types, rods and cones. The rods, which 
dominate the surface of the retina, are used when 
viewing objects in dim light. They are up to 1,000 
times more sensitive to light than cones but cannot 
detect color. So at night we are only able to see in 
shades of gray because the level of light is only 
enough to stimulate the rods. As the light level 
increases, the cones are stimulated and begin to 
dominate the process of light reception. There are 
three different types of cones, each responding 
strongly to a different portion of the visible spectrum. 
The three respond broadly over the red, green, and 
blue regions, with some overlap. The combination of 
response allows for perception of color throughout 
the visible spectrum, which extends from  
4 x 10-7 – 7 x 10-7 m (400 nm – 700 nm).  
 There is a small area of the retina, the fovea, 
where the concentration of cones is highest and rods 
are completely absent. It is here that light is 
continually focused when looking directly at an 
object. The high concentration of cones allows for the 
greatest possible visual detail. The region is so small 
(about .25 mm, giving a 1.2° angle of perspective) 
that the eyes must be moved in order to make out 
detail even in the letters of a word on this page. At 

the center of the fovea, the concentration of cones is 
over 150,000 per square millimeter, but at only 10° 
away from this center, the concentration drops to 
only about 5,000 per square millimeter (a 97% 
reduction)! If you were to only lose sight in this tiny, 
tiny area of the fovea, you would be legally blind. It 
is interesting to note that since rods are absent from 
the fovea, we are effectively blind when looking 
directly at an object in dim light. You can probably 
recall experiencing the phenomenon of losing sight of 
a star as you strain to look straight at it and then 
finding it again as you look slightly away, letting the 
image move out of the cone-rich fovea to the light 
sensitive rods outside that area. An area of the retina, 
which is sensitive to neither dim nor bright light is 
where the optic nerve attaches. You can use a simple, 
but effective activity to illustrate this. Figure 2.32 
shows an X and a dot. Closing the left eye and staring 
directly at the X with the right eye forces light from 
the X into the fovea and light from the dot onto 
another portion of the retina. At about 50 cm away, 
light from the dot will fall on the optic nerve and the 
dot will disappear from the periphery. 
 Visual perception is a function of the brain and 
the rods and cones on the retina are connected by 
nerve fibers, through the optic nerve, to the brain. 
Each cone is connected by its own nerve fiber, 
whereas several rods are connected to the same nerve 
fiber. This explains the poorly defined images seen in 
dim light, since individual nerve fibers may receive 
input from many rods located in slightly different 
positions on the retina. 
 The retina lies back against the choroid. It is 
very fragile and really only attaches at one point – the 
point where the optic nerve leaves the eye. 
Elsewhere, it is held in place by the pressure from the 
vitreous humor. That’s why it is possible to get a 
detached retina. A non-invasive laser surgery can be 
used to shine a beam through the lens and “weld” the 
retina back into place. 

 

x 

Figure 2.32: Blind Spot Exercise 
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THE CHOROID 
 Beneath the retina is the choroid. The eyes of 
many animals have choroids that are colorful and 
reflective. Photons that do not interact with the retina, 
strike the choroid. These stray photons are then 
reflected back through the retina so that there is a 
second chance for detection. This second chance 
gives the animals far better night vision, but results in 
less acute vision since the reflected photons can pass 
through the retina in a slightly different position. 
However, some reflected photons are not detected on 
the second pass and continue out of the eye, making 
the eye appear to glow. In humans, the choroid is 
black, absorbing all undetected photons and giving 
the pupil its characteristic blackness. The exception 
to this is the “red eyes” effect seen in some 
photographs taken with flash photography. If the 
flash is close to the camera lens/pupil axis, the great 
abundance of light from the flash reflects off blood 
vessels in the back of the eye, and red light streams 
out the pupil toward the camera lens. 

COLOR AND ACCOMMODATION 
 My first Autumn in New England, I had to do it. 
I had to do the touristy thing and spend a weekend 
driving through New Hampshire and Vermont “leaf 
peeping,” looking at the fall colors. I’m glad I did it. 
There were vast valleys and ranges of hills that were 
bathed in some of the richest and most stunning 
combinations of colors I have ever seen. I took 
picture after picture and collected dozens of yellow, 
green, red, and orange leaves (and these were only 
the smallest fraction of the scores of hues – particular 
shade of colors – that made what I saw seem 
dazzlingly surreal). But the dried leaves I collected 

were not as impressive; nor were the many 
photographs. I realized … you just had to be there. 
But, there was not just at this unique geographical 
location during this week or two. To be there was 
also, and perhaps more importantly … to be inside 
my mind. And that’s because the only place the fall 
colors actually existed was in my mind.  
 Color is a construct of the mind – it’s a 
psychological perception. In our minds we assign a 
specific hue to each wavelength of visible light. In 
the electromagnetic spectrum, with wavelengths 
stretching from longer than kilometers to shorter than 
billionths of a millimeter there is this tiny spread of 
these wavelengths to which our retinas are sensitive. 
Those with wavelengths ranging from 4 x 10-7 m (400 
nm) to 7 x 10-7 m (700 nm) stimulate the rods on the 
retina and one or more of its three types of cones. 
There is nothing special about these colors; nothing 
that makes a 450 nm photon blue or a 650 nm photon 
red. The 450 nm and 650 nm photons differ only in 
their wavelengths. But the 450 nm photon happens to 
stimulate the type of cone we refer to as the “blue” 
cone and the 650 nm photon happens to stimulate the 
type of cone we refer to as the “red” cone.  

AFTER IMAGES 
 You’ve probably had the experience of looking 
at something very bright, like a light bulb, and then 
after looking away, seeing a dark “after image” of the 
thing you were looking at. Try it now. Find some 
bright, white object to look at (not the Sun). Stare at 
it for about five seconds and then look at a blank 
piece of white paper. After you stare at the paper for 
a moment, you should see a dark image in the same 
shape as that of the bright object you were viewing. 
When you looked at the bright object, you were 
stimulating the cones on the retina where the light 
from the object was focused. Staring at the object for 
several seconds caused those cones to get fatigued – 
they got a little worn out. When you stared down at 
the white paper afterwards all the cones on your 
retina were stimulated (both fatigued and not 
fatigued). But the ones that were fatigued were 
unable to respond as well as the other ones, so you 
got less of a signal from the fatigued cones. The 
cones that were not fatigued gave you information 
about much of the light reflecting from the page. The 
missing information from the fatigued cones gave 
you the shape of the thing you were looking at, but 
it’s really not an image since it results from missing 
information rather than from a light-created image. 
 The phenomenon of the after image provides a 
way to test the idea that there are three varieties of 
cones. You can also use it to experiment with color 
mixing and to understand the idea of primary and 
secondary colors. On the inside front cover of this 

Figure 2.33: Light striking the choroids of sheep in 
a pen reflects back through the retina, giving the 
light a second chance to be detected. This gives the 
sheep greater visual perception in dim light. The 
light that misses a rod or cone on the reverse path 
through the retina continues out of the eye, 
making the eye appear to glow. (Photo by Aoife 
Duffy, Class of 2007.) 
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book there are three colored circles centered around a 
black dot. Try a little experiment. While using bright 
light, stare at the black dot in the center of the three 
circles for about ten seconds. Then look down at the 
blank white area below the circles. After a moment 
you should notice three colored after images. But the 
colors are not red, green, and blue. In the position 
where red was, the after image is cyan (kind of 
turquoise). The after image in the position of green is 
magenta (kind of purple), and the after image in the 
position of blue is yellow. The explanation for the 
production of these colors is similar to the 
explanation of the first after image experiment you 
did. When you stared at the black dot, light from the 
red circle stimulated (and then fatigued) the red cones 
on a portion of the retina. When you looked down at 
white light from the blank paper, all the cones were 
stimulated, but in the portion of the retina where the 
red cones were fatigued, only the green and blue 
cones were giving a strong signal. The combination 
of the green and blue signals gave you the perception 
of cyan. Light from the green circle fatigued green 
cones on a different portion of the retina, so that 
when this different portion was stimulated with white 
light, the stronger signals from the red and blue cones 
gave the perception of magenta. Finally, the portion 
of the retina that was fatigued by the blue light could 
then only provide strong signals from the red and 
green cones, giving the perception of yellow.  
 So now we can generalize a bit. When you 
looked down at the blank paper, it was mostly white 

except for the after images. That suggests that when 
all three types of cones are stimulated (but not 
fatigued) you get the perception of white light: 
  

red + green + blue = white 
 
But if only the green and blue cones are stimulated, 
then you get the perception of cyan.  
 

green + blue = cyan 
or 

white - red = cyan 
 
Likewise: 
 

red + blue = magenta 
or 

white - green = magenta 
 

and 
 

red + green = yellow 
or 

white - blue = yellow 
 
 Red, green, and blue are known as primary 
colors, whereas cyan, magenta, and yellow are 
known as secondary colors. 
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VISUAL ACCOMMODATION 
 

ITHOUT 
MY 

GLASSES 
or contact 
lenses, I 
can’t even 

make out the big “E” on the eye 
charts anymore. I used to have 
perfect vision though. Most of us 
are born with perfect vision. That 
is, we can focus on distant objects 
out to infinity and on close objects 
up to about 25 cm. So in the 
perfect eye, the focal length of the 
lens will change so that it can 
project an image at 1.7 cm (the surface of the retina) 
when the object distance is anywhere from 25 cm to 
infinity. Figure 2.34 shows two eyes, each focusing 
on a red star. One star is in the distance and the other 
is very close. Look at the angles between the rays 
coming from each star. For the very close one, the 
angle is much larger. That means that when the eye 
looks at the close up star the focusing power of the 
lens must be stronger – it must be a converging lens 
with more curvature, giving it a shorter focal length. 
Looking at the more distant star, the lens must be 
flatter. For distance vision, the ciliary muscles relax 
on the lens, allowing it to flatten out, but then when 
something close up is viewed, these muscles change 
the shape of the lens to be more curved. 

 When a person has imperfect vision the problem 
can be due to a variety of reasons. People with 
myopia (nearsightedness) see objects up close better 
than objects in the distance. This is either because the 
cornea has too much curve or the eye is simply too 
long. Regardless of the reason, the effect is that, 
when light enters the eye from a distant object, the 
lens produces an image in front of the retina rather 
than on its surface. By the time the light reaches the 
retina, the image is a blur (Figure 2.35a). To cure this 
condition, the person wears either glasses or contacts 
that are diverging lenses (Figure 2.36). These lenses 
diverge the incoming light a bit before it reaches the 
cornea, causing the image to move further back to the 
retina (Figure 2.35b). Those with perfect distance 

vision can only guess at what it is like for the 
person with myopia. Figure 2.37 illustrates both 
the problem with myopia and the benefit that the 
corrective lens provides.  

W 
Figure 2.34: Light entering the eye from a distant object subtends a 
smaller angle than light entering the eye from a close-up object. The 
lens must therefore be flatter when viewing a distant object and have 
more curve when viewing close-up objects so that in either case, the 
image produced by the lens is formed at the same image distance, the 
back of the eye. 

Figure 2.35a: The nearsighted eye focuses too strongly, 
causing images of distant objects to be formed in front 
of the retina. 

Figure 2.35b: Wearing diverging lenses diverges 
incoming light before reaching the cornea, causing the 
image to move further back to the retina. 

Myopia (Nearsightedness) 

Figure 2.36: The eyeglasses shown here are 
intended to be used by a person with myopia. 
Note that the smaller virtual images formed of 
the girls in the background illustrate that these 
are diverging lenses. Photo by Nick Sohn, Class 
of 2009. 
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 The opposite of myopia is hyperopia 
(farsightedness). The farsighted person sees objects 
in the distance better than close up objects. As light 
enters the eye from a close-up object, the ciliary 
muscles work to increase the curvature of the lens. 
However due to a cornea that is either too flat or an 
eye that is too short, the lens cannot sufficiently 
converge the light to form an image on the retina. 
Instead, the image would be produced behind the eye 
if the back of the eye were gone (Figure 2.38a). To 
cure this condition, the person wears either glasses or 
contacts that are converging lenses. These lenses 

converge the incoming light a bit before it reaches the 
cornea, causing the image to move closer in onto the 
retina (Figure 2.38b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In developed nations it is very inexpensive to 
provide glasses or contact lenses to most people who 
need them. In the developing world, that is not 
always the case. Many people with poor eyesight 
have had to just make do until recently. It’s estimated 
that a billion people worldwide need glasses but 
either don’t have access to a trained optometrist or 
cannot afford to buy them. Joshua Silver, an atomic 
physicist, has come up with a solution to the 
conventional way of correcting vision with his 

invention of the adjustable focal length 
lens eyeglasses. The lenses in these 
eyeglasses consist of two flexible, 
transparent membranes that encase a 
transparent silicone fluid. The wearer 
twists a knob to make the lens either 
diverging or converging (see Figures 
2.39 and 2.40) and then fine-tunes the 
adjustment until he has good vision in 
the eye. They are not very attractive 
glasses, but after the wearer makes the 
final adjustments, he can remove the 
knob and pump system. The cost is $21 
and no optometrist is needed.  
 

Figure 2.38a: The farsighted eye focuses too weakly, causing 
images of nearby objects too be formed behind the retina. 

Figure 2.38b: Wearing converging lenses converges incoming 
light before reaching the cornea, causing the image to move 
closer, onto the back of the retina. 

Hyperopia (Farsightedness) 

Figure 2.37: The myopic eye produces images in 
front of the retina, causing blurry perception. 
Wearing diverging lenses with the correct 
prescription extends the image formation to the 
retina, giving the sharp resolution seen here. 
(Photo by Jeeheh Choi, Class of 2008). 

Figure 2.39: These adjustable focal length 
eyeglasses are a solution to the inability of one 
billion people worldwide to correct their vision 
with conventional lenses. The lenses in these 
eyeglasses consist of two flexible, transparent 
membranes that encase a transparent silicone 
fluid. The wearer twists a knob to make the lens 
either diverging or converging and then fine tunes 
the adjustment until he has good vision in the eye. 
The cost is $21 and no optometrist is needed. 
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 Another type of farsightedness is presbyopia 
(literally, “old eyes”). We all get presbyopia if we 
live long enough. It’s the result of an aging lens. The 
lens continues to add transparent layers throughout 

life, ultimately causing the lens to become 
less flexible. Thus, when trying to focus on 
close-up objects, the ciliary muscles are 
increasingly less successful at achieving the 
maximum curvature of the lens. The 
extreme curvature that was possible earlier 
in life is impossible with the less flexible 
lens. At maximum focusing strength, the 
older lens will always be a flatter one, 
making the formation of an image on the 
retina impossible if the light is coming from 
a close up object. It happens to all of us, 
usually beginning in our forties. The first 
symptom is the inability to read really fine 
print, because to do so usually requires the 
reader to have the print close to the perfect 
near point (25 cm). You’ll often get a 
glimpse of age denial from older people 

who claim to still have perfect vision, but hold the 
newspaper … at arm’s length. The solution is still 
converging lenses. The much cheaper “off the shelf” 
reading glasses are often quite adequate. 

 
 

Figure 2.40: The wearer of the adjustable focal length lenses 
either removes or adds fluid to the lens creating either a 
diverging lens or a converging lens. 
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CHAPTER 3: SPECTROSCOPY AND THE 
NATURE OF LIGHT 

 
OU NOW HAVE a good 
understanding of how light behaves 
when it encounters a boundary; it 
will either reflect or be absorbed. 
And, as you learned, if it is reflected 
it can be either a diffuse reflection or 

a regular reflection (the topic of Chapter 1). And, as 
you also learned, if it is absorbed it can either be 
converted to heat or it can be transmitted (the topic of 
Chapter 2). But perhaps it’s occurred to you that in 
all the time you’ve spent examining the phenomena 
of light, the question, “What is light?” has not even 
been considered. So … WHAT IS LIGHT? The 
answer to that is the mission of this chapter. 
 We’ll start with a bit of historical background 
that begins right before the beginning of the twentieth 
century with the discovery of the electron. It was this 
discovery that caused physicists to realize that the 
structure of matter was far from being well 
understood. The discovery of the electron also led to 
the problem of the photoelectric effect, a riddle that 
inspired Albert Einstein to theorize the existence of 
the photon, a chunk of light – a light “particle.” One 
of the roles of the electron became obvious to Neils 
Bohr. His theory of electron energy levels gave birth 
to atomic spectroscopy, which provides the identity 
of light and has given physicists the necessary tool 
for determining both the contents of stars and 
galaxies, as well as the size and age of the universe. 

THE PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT 
 Most people think that Albert Einstein (Figure 
3.1) won his Nobel Prize for his Theory of Relativity. 
It’s certainly what he’s best known for. But he 
actually won the Nobel Prize (at least in part) for his 
radical explanation of The Photoelectric Effect. 
Heinrich Hertz first noticed this effect in the late 
1800’s. He observed that if light were directed onto a 
piece of metal, electrons in the metal could be ejected 
from its surface. The technical part of his experiment 
is more complicated than this, but the essence is that 
light can eject electrons from metal surfaces. He 
wasn’t surprised. After all, light is energy, and to 
remove electrons from their atoms takes energy, so 
why shouldn’t light with enough energy be able to 
cause the photoelectric effect? There were some 
problems though. Not all light caused this effect. For 
example, low frequency light (at the red end of the 
spectrum) would, in some metals, cause no electrons 
to be ejected. (Electrons ejected from the surface of a 

metal by the photoelectric effect are called 
photoelectrons.) Even if the light were very bright 
and trained on the surface for a long time, there 
would still be no photoelectrons ejected (Figure 3.2).  
This was a problem, of course, because of the fact 
that light had been shown to be a wave. (The proof of 
the wave nature of light came from the famous 
double slit experiment, conducted in 1801 by the 
physicist Thomas Young – we will repeat this 
experiment in the next major unit.) Since light is a 
wave, then as the wave train was focused on a 
particular spot, that spot would continue to absorb the 
energy of the wave. Not here though! Not a single 
photoelectron could be produced with the low 
frequency light.  

Y 

Figure 3.2: High intensity, low frequency (red) 
light causes no ejections of photoelectrons, 
regardless of how long the light is focused on the 
metal. 

Figure 3.1: Albert Einstein won the 1921 Nobel 
Prize in Physics for his solution to the 
photoelectric effect. It was an early 
development of quantum mechanics. 
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With light at the other end of the spectrum (the violet 
end), a very, very faint beam could be used, and the 
instant the light was turned on, photoelectrons were 
immediately produced (Figure 3.3). When this high 
frequency light was made brighter, more 
photoelectrons were produced, but their maximum 
energy remained at the same level as when the light 
was dimmer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Einstein considered the problem of the 
photoelectric effect and, in 1905, proposed a novel 
solution that was cavalier, bold, and showed how far 
he was willing to think outside the box. He said that 
the solution to the problem of the photoelectric effect 
was to think of light as a … particle. Think about 
how the following details of his solution answer the 
problems of the photoelectric effect: 
 
 

• A beam of light consists of a stream of 
particles (photons). 

• Each photon has an energy proportional 
to its frequency, E = hf. (Planck’s 
constant, h = 6.626 x 10-34 J•s) 

• Only one photon at a time can interact 
with an electron. 

 
 It’s a great solution. It explains why using low 
frequency light (even very bright and for a long time) 
fails to produce photoelectrons. Let’s say that an 
electron requires three units of energy to be ejected 
from the surface of a metal (this required energy is 
called the work function of the metal). If low 
frequency light with only two units of energy per 
photon is used, then if only one photon at a time can 
interact with an electron, an electron will never have 
the necessary energy to be ejected, even if the light is 
very intense. But if high frequency light with four 
units of energy per photon is used, the faintest of 
beams (one photon) can cause an immediate ejection 
of a photoelectron. Beautiful! 

EINSTEIN’S PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT 
EQUATION 
 According to Einstein, if a photon striking the 
surface of a metal has more energy than the work 
function of the metal, the energy remaining after the 
electron is ejected becomes the kinetic energy of that 
electron. The equation he used to express this is: 
 

€ 

KEmax = hf −φ  
 

KEmax ≡ The maximum kinetic energy of the 
photoelectron.  (The maximum only occurs 
for electrons ejected from the surface of a 
metal. Electrons ejected from below the 
surface require more energy to be liberated.) 

 
hf ≡  Energy of the incoming photon. 
 
φ ≡  “Work function” of the metal. This is the 

energy required to remove an electron from 
the surface of the metal. 

 
 

 Here’s an analogy that might clear things up a 
bit. Imagine that the electron bound by the metal is a 
person in jail. To get out he needs to post bail. In this 
model, the required bail is equivalent to the work 
function. Finally, the incoming photon represents the 
bail money. If the bail is set at $100,000, the person 
cannot be released unless the full amount is paid. To 
make this a better analogy, we would have to make a 
rule that only one person at a time could come 
forward to offer the bail money and that it would all 
have to be present at once. If more money were 
presented than was necessary to meet the bail 
amount, it would be OK. The remainder could just be 
given to the person being released from jail. His 
ability to purchase items outside of jail would be like 
the extra kinetic energy of the electron that is 
liberated from the surface of the metal. 
 The energies of visible light photons and 
electrons ejected from the surfaces of metals are 
small compared to 1 Joule of energy. A more suitable 
unit is the electron volt (eV). 1 eV = 1.602 x 10-19 J. 
The work function of sodium, for example, is 

€ 

2.9×10−19J . In electron volts it would be: 
 

€ 

2.9×10−19J  ×  1eV
1.602×10−19J

= 1.8eV  

 
This is a much more reasonable number to use to 
express these size energies. The work functions of 
some common metals are shown in Table 3.1 
 
 

e- 

Figure 3.3: Very dim, high frequency (violet) light 
causes immediate ejections of photoelectrons from 
the metal. 
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Element Work  
Function (eV) 

Aluminum 4.08 
Calcium 2.9 
Copper 4.7 
Iron 4.5 
Potassium 2.3 
Platinum 6.35 
Silicon 4.52 
Zinc 4.3 

Table 3.1: Work functions of  
various metals. 

EVOLUTION OF ATOMIC MODELS 
LEADS TO AN UNDERSTANDING OF 
SPECTROSCOPY 
 For thousands of years there have been thinkers 
– those who pondered questions that were at the same 
time philosophical and physical. They wondered 
about the building blocks of matter. Is there a 
smallest piece? And, if there is, what is it? We 
believe there is a smallest piece, or string with 
simplest vibration (if you’re a string theorist) but 
either is so small that no one has ever seen it, or will 
ever see it. But the fascination with the nature of 
nature has guided physicists in their quest for this 
smallest piece since antiquity. John Dalton believed 
the smallest piece, the atom, was the fundamental 
unit of an element and uniform throughout. His was 
the Billiard Ball model of the atom.   
 In 1897 when J.J. Thomson discovered the tiny 
electron, he realized it must have been a subatomic 
particle. It had a negative charge, which meant that 
the rest of the atom had to have as much positive 
charge to compensate for the electron’s negative 
charge. His was the Plum Pudding model of the 
atom, named because of the belief that like plums in 
the pudding, electrons were randomly scattered 
throughout the positive “pudding” of the rest of the 
atom. 
 Gregarious, loud, and brilliant, Ernest Rutherford 
was rescued from his parent’s potato farm in 1895 
when he won a Cambridge scholarship given once 
every two years to a student from New Zealand. 
Among other things, he was interested in 
radioactivity and managed to get the Curies to send 
him some radium. A colleague of his, Hans Geiger 
(the inventor of the Geiger counter), had mentioned 
that the rays coming from the radium were 
sometimes strangely deflected, even repelled, when 
they moved through his Geiger counter. Rutherford 
was intrigued. Why should the rays (then known to 

be the positive ions of helium atoms) be deflected as 
they moved through the near vacuum of the Geiger 
counter? Even if they encountered an air molecule, 
the “spread out” positive charge of the atoms in the 
molecule should have little, if any, effect on the 
speeding helium atom. So he devised an experiment 
in which he aimed the positively charged helium 
atoms in a narrow beam toward a very thin sheet of 
gold foil (Figure 3.4). What most books don’t tell you 
about is the plight of the research assistant who 
helped Rutherford. There wasn’t any sophisticated 
electronic detector to measure where the helium 
atoms struck. He just had to watch. When one of 
these atomic bullets hit the phosphorescent screen 
enclosing the whole apparatus, there would be a very 
faint flash of light that could be counted and its 
position noted. So this guy had to sit in near total 
darkness counting thousands of little flashes. The 
bulk of the experimental process is many times very 
tedious. Well, as it turned out, most all the helium 
ions easily passed through the foil, but one in 8,000 
… didn’t. Rutherford was shocked – and pleased. 
What a discovery. He had shown that the atom was 
strikingly different from the Plum Pudding model 
Thomson had proposed. It wasn’t like that at all. It 
had to be mostly … empty space, with an 
exceptionally small positively charged nucleus. He 
reasoned that Thomson’s electrons revolved around 
this nucleus. So the atom began to be understood in 
terms of a Planetary or Nuclear model.  

Radium 
sample 

Gold foil 

Phosphorescent 
barrier 

Figure 3.4: Rutherford’s Gold Foil experiment 
showed that the atom was mostly empty space. Only 
one in 8000 atomic bullets were reflected from their 
gold foil target. 
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SPECTROSCOPY AND THE IDENTITY OF 
LIGHT 
 Niels Bohr accepted Rutherford’s nuclear model, 
but wanted to account for the characteristically 
unique light that was emitted from heated gaseous 
elements. Bohr decided that, in the nuclear model, the 
electrons determined the spectral character of a 
particular element. His was a modified nuclear model 
in which electrons revolved about the nucleus in 
circular orbits, much like planets about the Sun. And 
he had a theory for why each element produced only 
specific colors when heated. He concluded that there 
were only specific orbits within the atom in which an 
electron could move. An electron had to have a 
certain amount of energy to be in a particular orbit. 
Indeed, the orbits were the energy levels for the atom 
(see Figure 3.5).  

 
In order to get to a greater orbit an electron would 
have to gain just the right amount of energy to 
correspond to the energy of that particular orbit. Too 
much or too little would have no effect on the 
electron. So if the next higher energy level were 1.8 
units of energy more than the current energy level, 
incoming energy of 1.7 units or 1.9 units would have 
absolutely no effect. But if, say through some atomic 
collision, the atom absorbed exactly 1.8 units of 
energy, the electron would move instantly to the next 
orbit or energy level (see Figure 3.6).  
 
 

 
 
 

Now, it turns out that electrons in higher energy 
levels make most atoms notoriously unstable. To 
reestablish stability, the electron will return to a 
lower energy level after only about 10-8 seconds. 
Here’s where all this is heading. When the electron 
moves back to a lower energy level it must shed the 
extra energy that it had previously gained. This 
excess energy flees from the atom in a burst, in a unit 
– as a photon of … light (see Figure 3.7). So there it 
is. Any photon of light you have ever seen is simply 
the energy released when an electron in some atom 
has transitioned from a higher to lower energy level! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are plenty of these transitions that produce 
photons outside the visible range, but if the energy is 
just right (between about 2 eV and 4 eV) the light is 
visible and you perceive a certain color. And it’s a 
very unique color because the energy levels for a 
specific element are as unique as fingerprints. So as I 
mentioned previously, if you heat up a gas and get 
atoms colliding, this process occurs and the light that 
is emitted can easily be used to identify the element 
or elements within the gas.  
 The series of photographs in Figure 3.8 are 
emission spectra from hydrogen, helium, sodium, 
and neon. Passing light from the element through a 
diffraction grating produces these. Doing so produces 
what is known as an interference pattern (more about 
these in the next unit). The diffraction grating has the 
effect of “spreading out the color” so that you can see 
which particular colors are present. Without the 
diffraction grating you wouldn’t be able to 
distinguish individual colors. Neon, for example, 
would look orange because there are so many parts of 
its emission that are in the red, orange, and yellow 
part of the spectrum. You can view the emission 
spectra of all the elements at 
http://chemlinks.beloit.edu/BlueLight/moviepages/em
_el.htm 
 

E1 E2 

Figure 3.5: A simplified atom 
consisting of a nucleus, an 
electron in the lowest energy level 
(ground state), and two energy 
levels, E1 and E2. 

E1 E2 

Figure 3.6: The atom has 
absorbed an amount of energy 
exactly equal to the difference in 
energy between E1 and E2, 
causing the electron to move to 
the E2 energy level. 

E1 E2 

E = E2 – E1 

Figure 3.7: To achieve stability, 
the electron spontaneously drops 
back down to the E1 energy level 
causing the release of a photon 
with exactly the difference in 
energy between E1 and E2. 
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 The emission spectrum from hydrogen is the 
simplest of the four shown. There are three visible 
lines, corresponding to three transitions within the 
hydrogen atom that produce visible light photons. 
Figure 3.9 shows the energy level diagram for 
hydrogen.  
 The notations on the left indicate energy levels 
within the atom and the notations on the right 
indicate the energy of that level. The negative signs 
are a convention that confuses some people. The  
-13.6 eV on the first energy level just means that it 
requires 13.6 eV to completely remove (or ionize) an 
electron from the first energy level. An electron 
moving from the second to the first energy level must 
shed the energy difference between the levels. It will 
emit a photon with an energy equal to 10.2 eV  
(-3.4 eV - -13.6 eV). Could you see this photon? We 
could figure it out. The highest energy photons in the 
visible spectrum are the violet ones, with a 
wavelength of about 400 nm.  
 

€ 

fviolet =
c
λ

=
3.0×108 m

s

4 ×10−7m
= 7.5×1014Hz  

 

€ 

Eviolet = hfviolet = (6.626×10−34 J ⋅ s)(7.5×1014Hz)  
 

€ 

= 4.97×10−19J  ×  1eV
1.602×10−19J

= 3.1eV  

 
This is much less energy than the photon emitted 
when the electron moves from the second to the first 
energy level. The transitions that are actually visible 
are some of the ones that end on the second energy 
level. Your job now is to figure out which of those 
transitions result in the lines of the emission spectra 
for hydrogen. 
 We know now that Bohr was partially wrong. 
The electrons do not and cannot follow simplistic 
circular orbits. This is because an electron moving in 
a circular path is an accelerating electron. 
Accelerating charged particles radiate energy, so an 
electron moving in such a path would have to lose its 
potential energy, causing it to spiral down very 
quickly into the nucleus. The exact paths are quite 
complicated and we can only give a probability for 
where a particular electron is at a particular time. But 
the theory of specific energy levels and the electron’s 
constricted movement between them, causing atomic 
spectra, is completely accurate.  
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Figure 3.8: Emission spectra from four elements. 
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Figure 3.9: Energy level diagram for hydrogen. 
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 One important use of spectral analysis is in 
astronomy. Astronomers can look, for example, at the 
spectra from sunlight and link the spectral lines to 
known elements in order to identify the elements that 
make up the sun. The kind of spectra from stars and 
the sun is many times absorption spectra. It is the 
opposite of the emission spectra. In a true emission 
spectrum, there is no light present except where the 
spectral lines are. However, in the absorption 
spectrum, light is present everywhere in the spectrum 
except at the positions of the spectral lines. The 
reason for the absorption spectra is because as light 
from within the sun makes its way through the 
relatively cooler portions of the outer sun, photons 
that have just the right energy to excite atoms of a 
particular element are removed to do just that. When 
the atoms “relax,” and reemit these photons, they are 

not necessarily on the same path toward the observer. 
What gets through to the observer is the light 
remaining after all of the elemental absorptions. So 
there are dark lines in an otherwise continuous 
spectrum. The dark lines are in the same places that 
the bright lines would be in the emission spectrum, so 
the absorption spectrum is just as useful as the 
emission spectra – they are negatives of each other. 
You can see an example of this analysis at 
http://jersey.uoregon.edu/vlab/elements/Elements.ht
ml. Identifying the elements present in a star or the 
sun is not a trivial thing though. The spectrum from 
the sun has over 25,000 lines! These lines are the 
message to astronomers 150,000,000 km away – the 
fingerprints that identify what our sun consists of. 
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 SPECTROSCOPY APPLICATIONS 
 

FLUORESCENCE AND 
PHOSPHORESCENCE 
 Any kid who has had a set of glow-in-the-dark 
stars has had some experience with phosphorescence. 
“Glow-in-the-dark” is the “man-on-the-street” term 
for phosphorescence, and phosphorescence is simply 
“long term” fluorescence. And, fluorescence is just 
an extension of spectroscopy. You know at this point 
that the light produced in spectroscopy comes from 
electrons dropping from higher, unstable energy 
levels to lower, more stable energy levels. The drop 
in energy levels requires the release of a photon equal 
in energy to the difference in energy of the two 
levels. 
 Now imagine that you’re at one of those ‘60s 
parties with the lava lamps, incense, and black light 
posters. The black light posters would be less than 
spectacular without the prerequisite “black light,” 
which is termed “black” because the ultraviolet light 
that it puts out is invisible to the human eye. The 
visible violet glow coming from these lights is a 
small fraction of the total light output and only 
incidental. The ultraviolet light that floods out 
consists of high-energy photons of colors beyond the 
range of human perception. But the black light 
posters contain pigments with atoms that respond 
strongly to these high-energy photons and that have a 
curious energy level structure. What happens to the 
black light poster pigments is that the electrons in 

their atoms are driven to high energy levels by the 
ultraviolet light, but when the electrons drop to lower 
energy levels, they do so in intermediate (smaller 
energy) steps. Here’s the important point. If the 
energy drops are smaller, then the photons produced 
have the possibility of being visible. What this means 
is that a fluorescent material can be “excited” with 
invisible, ultraviolet light, but release energy with 
visible photons. To the observer, it looks like magic, 
but to one who can visualize the energy level 
structure of a fluorescent atom, it makes perfect 
sense. You can always tell when some painted toy or 
article of clothing is fluorescent because in the 
sunlight, it has that “extra brightness,” that … day 
glow. Some laundry detergent companies have added 
fluorescent substances to their product to make 
clothes “whiter than white.” 
 Phosphorescence is everything that fluorescence 
is and a little bit more. Phosphorescent materials are 
different than most common materials because they 
have higher energy states that are not quite so 
unstable. Well, they’re still not truly stable, but 
“metastable”. A metastable state is 100,000 times 
more stable than normal, or even more.  The electron 
can stay in the higher energy state for more than 10-3 
seconds, and even up to minutes. So, after the 
ultraviolet light is turned off, the electrons driven up 
to higher energy levels can drop to lower energy 
levels while the observer is in the dark. The material 
“glows” in the dark.   
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Figure 3.10: An ultraviolet 
photon approaches a fluorescent 
atom. 

Figure 3.11: The energy of the 
photon equals E3 – E1 and excites 
the atom, raising the electron to 
the third energy level.  

Figure 3.12: To achieve stability, 
the electron spontaneously drops 
back down to a lower energy level, 
but in an intermediate step, to the 
second level.  The lower energy 
photon produced is visible. 
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THE LASER 
 In 1917 Albert Einstein predicted that, under 
certain conditions, a perfectly thread-thin, single 
color light beam could be produced, without color 
filters or focusing lenses or mirrors. But it wasn’t 
until 1960 that the first “laser” was actually built. 
Furthermore, the physicists who worked to create it 
had no purpose in creating it other than to see if they 
could actually do it. And when they were finally 
successful, they didn’t really know what to do with it. 
It may be a legend, but I’ve heard that the first unit of 
measure for laser power was the “cleaver” (after the 
meat cleaver) because the logical thing to do after the 
invention of the laser was to … build a bigger one. 
So at physicist get-togethers, one physicist could brag 
to another that his or her laser was a “three cleaver” 
laser, meaning that it could cut through three meat 
cleavers in a specified amount of time. These 
physicists who created the first laser could never 
have imagined (and thus put into a basic research 
grant proposal) that in less than forty years most 
American households would have at least one, and 
probably multiple, lasers (in CD players and 
computers). How could they know that almost all 
supermarkets and department stores would have laser 
scanners to acquire information about a product and 
update inventory databases? Who would be able to 
fathom that the telephone system of the future would 
convey thousands of simultaneous phone 
conversations on a single optical fiber by means of 
laser light? The laser is one of the most amazing and 
profoundly useful inventions of the latter part of the 
twentieth century – all made possible because of 
basic research! 
 Laser light is special light – no, really special. 
Consider all the other types of light that exist: light 
from the Sun and from the stars, light from a light 
bulb or a fluorescent tube, light from a campfire or a 
bolt of lightning, and light from atomic spectra or 
from a firework. It doesn’t matter what the source. 
You can group all of them into one class, but laser 
light won’t fit. It is fundamentally and wholly 
different. 
 Non-laser light differs from laser light in three 
characteristics: chromaticity, coherence, and 
directionality. Non-laser light is multi-chromatic 
(multicolor). Even atomic spectral lines have some 
“width.” Laser light is perfectly monochromatic, one 
perfectly unique color. The color most commonly 
found in inexpensive lasers is red, but there are laser 
colors that span the visible spectrum and beyond. 
Physicists have to be exceptionally careful with high 
power, ultraviolet lasers. They’re very dangerous and 
… you can’t see them. You can try to make non-laser 
light monochromatic by filtering out colors, as is 

done with colored light bulbs, but it’s still a pretty 
broad spectrum. Laser light has no choice. It needs no 
filter. It’s impossible for it not to be monochromatic. 
 Non-laser light is incoherent. That is, if you 
could see the actual transverse light waves, they 
would not be aligned in any way. Laser light has no 
choice here either. As it emerges from the laser 
cavity every wave is perfectly aligned with every 
other. Every crest and trough are in line with each 
other and they are all polarized in the same plane of 
vibration. 
 Non-laser light is multidirectional. The light 
from a light bulb moves out in no preferential 
direction. You can try to focus it with mirrors or 
lenses (like in a flashlight or headlight) but it’s only 
an approximation of a perfectly straight beam. Laser 
light can only shine in one direction. It needs no 
attempt to focus it. It naturally gives birth to itself as 
a legion of photons all moving in perfect unison 
toward a perfectly unique target. 
 To give an analogy, imagine being on a street 
corner in a busy city. The people you see – different 
heights, weights, and genders, moving in different 
directions – are like non-laser light. Now imagine 
that you had 50 cloned men who had all been military 
trained so that they could march with perfect 
precision down the street. That’s laser light … 
fundamentally and wholly different. 

STIMULATED EMISSION 
 So how can laser light naturally be these things 
that non-laser light can only struggle to be? The 
answer is in Einstein’s 1917 proposal. He predicted 
that there were two ways in which an electron could 
move from a higher to a lower energy level. Bohr had 
already explained that an electron in a higher energy 
level generally made its atom unstable and that the 
electron would spontaneously drop to a lower level, 
emitting a photon in the process. This is spontaneous 
emission (Figure 3.13).   
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E = E2 – E1 

Figure 3.13:  Spontaneous Emission – In an 
effort to create greater atomic stability, an 
electron moves from a higher to lower energy 
level, emitting a photon equal in energy to the 
difference between the higher and lower 
energy levels. 
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Einstein made the bold prediction that the electron in 
the higher energy level could be “stimulated” to 
move to a lower energy level by a photon identical to 
the one that would naturally be emitted in a 
spontaneous emission. That may sound confusing, so 
consider an explanation with a more concrete 
example. Let’s say that in a certain atom, an electron 
is in a higher energy level and will, in 10-8 s, move to 
a lower energy level.  If the two energy levels differ 
by 2.5 eV then, when the electron makes the move, a 
2.5 eV photon will be emitted. You already know 
that. Einstein said that while the electron is in the 
higher energy level, if a 2.5 eV photon happens to be 
passing by, it will stimulate (or trigger) the electron 
to drop at the moment of the passing. Of course 
another 2.5 eV photon will be produced. This is 
stimulated emission (Figure 3.14). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
But it gets better than that. The emitted photon is 
identical to the triggering photon in every way. Not 
only is it the same wavelength (because it has the 
same energy), but it is emitted in the same direction 
as the triggering photon and has the same phase 
(crests and troughs are aligned). It’s as though the 
triggering photon cloned itself and then got the clone 
into step with itself. The original 2.5 eV photon has 
“amplified” itself. That’s where the laser acronym 
comes from: 
 
 

Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. 

CREATING LASER LIGHT 
 You might wonder why it took over 40 years to 
prove Einstein’s prediction. But, in fact, creating the 
conditions necessary for the birth of laser light was 
not trivial. Three conditions must be met, and when 
they are met, the laser light will create itself. 
Consider what you’ve read so far and the conditions 
below. 
 One necessary condition for the production of 
laser light is a population inversion. Most electrons 
in a substance are in the upper energy levels in this 
condition. A normal population has 1 in 108 electrons 
at the upper energy levels. This means that in a 
normal population a triggering photon would be 108 
times more likely to cause a spontaneous absorption 
than a stimulated emission. Creating a population 
inversion (by applying a high voltage to the “lasing” 
material) ensures that the triggering photon will find 
virtually all electrons in the higher energy levels. 
 The population inversion alone is not sufficient 
however. A lasing material that has a metastable 
state is also required. A metastable state is an upper 
energy level that is “semi-stable,” meaning that 
electrons will stay at the energy level for more than 
10-3 s instead of the usual 10-8 s. This is necessary 
because after the population inversion is created, the 
electrons in a normal substance would spontaneously 
return to lower energy levels almost immediately and 
would thus be unavailable to be triggered to return to 
the lower energy state. The metastable state allows 
for the electrons, which have been raised to higher 
energy levels, to stay there long enough to be 
triggered to return to the lower energy levels. 
 With the presence of the population inversion in 
the material with a metastable state, the production of 
laser light is possible. Many people wonder where the 
triggering photon comes from (is there a triggering 
photon reservoir?). But remember that the metastable 
state is really only “kind of stable.” This means that 
one of those electrons in a higher-level state will 
move to a lower one very shortly. However, it may 
not be traveling in the right direction. If it is headed 
toward the side of the laser tube cavity and causes 
some stimulated emissions, they will all get absorbed 
by the side of the laser tube. Eventually, there will be 
a spontaneous emission of a photon that is moving 
parallel to the axis of the laser tube. This triggering 
photon is the one to start the cascade of stimulated 
emissions. It will be the one that starts the laser light 
that you see coming from the end of the laser. The 
problem is that if the laser light generated were 
allowed to leave the laser tube, the whole process 
would have to start over. It would just be a short 
burst of laser light followed by other short bursts, 
occurring intermittently. That is the reason for the 
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Figure 3.14:  Stimulated Emission – A photon, 
identical to the one that would be produced in a 
spontaneous emission, “stimulates” the electron to 
move from a higher to lower energy level, emitting 
a photon equal in energy to the difference between 
the higher and lower energy levels. 
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third necessary condition for continuous laser light – 
Light Confinement. 
 Light confinement is a condition in which most 
of the laser light produced is confined inside the laser 
by a nearly 100% mirror in the rear and a 98+% 
mirror in the front. This assures that most of the laser 
light produced will stay in the laser tube acting as 
triggering photons. This means that the bright laser 
light you see exiting the laser tube is really just 2% of 
the laser light “leaking” from the tube. Imagine how 
bright it is inside the tube! 

 As mentioned earlier, the laser was originally 
only a basic research curiosity. Today, however, it is 
hard to imagine a world without all the laser 
applications that are so widely a part of the average 
(and not so average) person’s life. From grocery store 
scanners to industrial cutters to vision correction 
surgery to CD-ROM readers to the pursuit of nuclear 
fusion to the art form of holography, lasers are 
literally everywhere. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.15: The laser was originally only a basic research curiosity. Today, however, it is hard to imagine a 
world without all the laser applications that are so widely a part of the average (and not so average) person’s 
life. These five examples (laser eye surgery, laser handgun sights, industrial laser cutters, law enforcement 
“LIDAR” laser speed detection, and grocery store laser bar code readers) illustrate only a few of the many 
laser applications that have come from this “research curiosity.” 



 
 
 



  


